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OR NOT’ BRINGS

FAN MAIL

Not in recent years' has Holland
been so thoroughly advertised except during ‘Tulip Time” as it has
through Ripley's “BelieveIt or
Not” cartoon feature printed in
thousands of newspapersthroughout the nation. In it Ripley “played
up” Dr. J. B. Nykerk, dean of men
at Hope.* “J. B.'s” fan mail is
growing daily and the Grand Rapids Herald devotes a column to the
doctor am. the incidentthat led to
this tremendous publicity. Here
:• Lie H< raid article:

Steamer and Sinka Shortly
Afterward— No Lives
Are Loot

Thanksgiving
Day Properly
Observed Here

The picture on this page is indeed interesting. It harks back
to school days in 1899, 36 years
ago. There are a good many pret- SERVICES IN MOST CHURCHES
ty young ladies in this pictureAND COLLECTIONS TAKEN
in fact they are all comely. We
FOR BENEVOLENT
only hope that they will not Uke
PURPOSES
offense because their ages today

THE DEAN OF HOPE

KALAMAZOO

Local Boat la

Name

Nationwide
In Fame

Boat Sinking
THE

Sophomore and Junior Classes Singing

are pretty well defined. There are
Thanksgiving Day, 1934, will he
names that could not be supushered in with the usual ring of
plied by the person who owned this
church bells, callingHolland folks
picture and others identifiedwith
ip worship.
orship. It will not only b* a
the class. You’ll notice that “VauDuring last week there was quite
day of .Tbanksfiving, but a day
die’’ Vandenbergwas full of tricks
a coincidencetaking place that apof supplicationas well. Services
35 years ago as he still is today.
pears is of more tnan passing inwill be held in nearly all of the
“Tards"
Ver
Schure
was
Holland’s
terest Mr. and Mr*. Neal Wiersma,
churches in the morning where the
pitching
ace
in
orir
crack
baseball
371 College Ave., number among
pastors will deliver appropriate
teams. William Kellogg is the sermons indicativeof Thanksgivtheir friends Mrs. Henrietta Rooks
head of a large telephone company
of Zeeland and Mrs. Peter Douma
ing Day. In a large number of
in Texas. We might go on indefiof North Holland. During the last
the churchee, free-will offerings
nitely giving the careers of these
few weeks the News, in Its history
are taken up for the poor, and othmany fine men and women of to- er benevolentcauses as well hs for
Columns; has chronicledtwo steam- "J. B.” as Tutor 50 Years Ago.
(Grand Rapids Herald)
day. With the exception of a few
er disasters, that of the Alpena,
missions. In some of the churches
another “Believe It or Not.”
Hope college students and facwho have passed on and some who
and the Holland, wrecked in Musthe collectionsreceived are large
ulty stared,rubbed their eyes and
have gone abroad, they are still
kegon harbor.
and in many instances there are
look a second look at Ripley’s “Bewith us.
The ladies in questionduring the
great sacrificesin order to give
HOLLAND CITY NEWS
la.rt few weeks also called at difl eve It or Not" in The Herald on
C. M. McLean was the superinto these urgent needs which durCOMES
OUT
EARLY
ferent times at the Wiersma> home
the morning of November 15.
tendent of schools in those days
ing this stressfulperiod have been
and conversation turned to ship
And all over the world Hope coland F. D. Haddock was the princi- imperative.
wreck and Mrs. Douma stated that
pal. Both were men of high charThe Holland City News issues lege graduates were doing the
UPPER ROW— Vaudie Vandenbefrg. Andrew (Tards) Verschure, William B. KHIogf, Harry Cogahell, acter. and their accomplishments Thanksgiving in Holland is
she was on the steamer Kalamazoo
; 8“me
thin* aa ‘’’f
'» ‘h,e‘r
really a home-coming day. Many
Jacob Flieman, Louis
of Holland when it was wrecked Tuewlay this week, two Jays early, !,pwn
newspapers, the picture of the
still live even though they have
children from abroad visit the old
SECOND ROW— Boy»— Lloyd Grten, William Rottschafer,John Vanderaluia (deceased),John Prakken, gone
in Lake Michigan May 24, 1892, re- m order that all our readers may m>n they all know andj more t0
to their reward.
homesteads and naturallythere- are
iw hat).
Fred Pfanatiehl(with
lating her terribleexperience.
receiveThe News before Thanks- 'the point, the man who knows all
Possibly some of our subscribers
THIRD ROW-Boya-John Gra igoed, Bastian Vanity, Harry Takken, Will Roaeboom,Stanley McKay, will be able to substitutesome of many family reunions on that day.
A few days later Mrs. Rooks visgiving Day. The News today con- of them, Prof. J. B. Nykerk.
iwning, Dr. William G.. Winter. Fred Klein, George Schurman,John
All public and Christian schools
Peter Kaffenaud, Fred
ited the Wiersmas and, to the surThat was why Prof. Nykerk’s
the missing names. If so the Hol,
as well aa Hope college and the
prise of the hostess, her visitor also tains many announcementsof inSchoon (deceased), Hi ry Steketee, Hoyt Post, Will Dinkeloo, Herman Vaupel,
picture
was
in
Ripley’s
famous
land
City
News
'will
be
pleased
to
deceased),C. M. McLean (Superintendent,deceased).
spoke of her experience on the terest before Thanksgiving.
F. 1). Haddock (Princi
Western Theological seminary will
There are real Thanksgiving ad- newspaper feature— because he
TOP ROW— Girls— Ethyl Smith, Angelyn Horning (Mrs. Ray Nieu), Anna Schoon (Mrs. John Aranda- receive this information.
sinking. steamer in question.Notes
be cloeed for the remainder of the
This picture was taken in the week, many teachers and students
were compared and it was found vertisements that cannot help but knows all (well, all but two, one
horat),Dora Windeknech (Mrs. William Tibald (deceased),Margaret !>e Roo.
of
them
a
Japanese,
if
you
must
churchyard
of
the
Third
Reformed
that Mrs. Rooks, then Miss Henri- be alluring because of the price and
SECOND ROW— Girls-Delia Sutton (Mrs. Albert Boone), Myrtle Sutton (deeehaed),Georgians Whetfrom out of town are going to their
church,and the picture is the propetta Ellen of Holland township,and quality of the merchandise ofiered. know), of Hope’s 2,000 alumni.
more, Evelyn Avery Blanche Cathcart , Minnie Riksen (Mrs. Rev. Van Der Schoor), Jennie
respectivecities or oountrysMeeto
erty of Mr. "Vaudie” Vandenberg.
Prof. Nykerk has been a memMrs. Douma, then Miss Henrietta It will be to the advantageof the
De Feyter, Katie Zalusky, (orneliaSteketee (Mrs. John Luidens,deceased),Mae De Boe, Mabel
spend the holidays with their own
Mrs.
John
Arendshorst,
at
Ten Have of North Holland, had subscribersto refer to these many ber of the Hope faculty for 50
Johnson, Sena De Vrie®l (Mrs. Jake Haan), Daisy Davidson,
family circle.
years. It was that that led to his
ths' Ume Miss Anna Schoon, idenboarded that steamer and had be- announcementsin this issue.
BOTTOM ROW Gertrude Rosendahl. Katie Klferdink,
- —
,
. Lena De Haan (Mr*. G.
All busineea houses,banks, manbeing put into “Believe It or Not."
come acouainted the evening before
W. Kooyers), Mamie Vabdenbrink (Mrs. A. Nienhuis),Zora Benedict (Mrs. Alva Loyer), Edith tified the differentclassmates in ufacturing plants will close for the
All stores will be open foi busithis picture as near as she was able
the wreck while on the trip via the
A friend wrote to ask permission
Bird, Matilda Damson (Mrs. John Boone), Grace Shaw (Mrs. Fred Stratton, Winona Riegel,
day, enabling the employee and all
Kalamazooand were taken off ship ness on Wednesday evening before to send his name to Ripley with a
to do so.
Mias Cort wright (pianist),Dora Strowenjans, Mias B. Valentine.
connected with these firms to ontogether.What was more astonish- Thanksgiving.Do your shopping note about the fact that he will
i oy the day.
ing was the fact that they had not early and avoid the rush.
complete his half-century record
The poet office wQI be closed
met since that time. Mr. and Mrs.
next June. Prof. Nykerk wrote
CAN STILL SUBSCRIBE
FOOTBALL GAMES ON
all day; however,the lobby will
^Wiersma thought of a plan where- MANAGER CARLEY GIVES
back that it might be more interFOR RED ( ROSS be oi>en from 7 to 9 a. m., and letFiles of
THANKSGIVING AFTERNOON
by they called on Mrs. Kooks, pickGOOD THEATER BILL esting to say he was personally
ter* will bte collectedin the eveed up the Holland City News file
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
William C. Vandenberg,head of
acquainted with all of Hope’s gradning at 5 o’clock from boxes ao
of that date and motored to North
Apparently
there
is
a
football
the
drive
for
Red
Cross
memberuates in that period.
Holland and called on Mrs. Douma
Fifteen
On ThanksgivingDay the Hol- As for those who graduated begame scheduled on Thanksgiving ship, states that the response has marked “Sundaya and Holidays.”
The city hall and all ita departand there was a reunion in which land theater will have a continufore he taught there— well, he was
f'fTvaaasaifirtkijaMliMalWWUWiiMibiBB^iBYjiinriWUWWiUUWb Day afternoon at Riverview park. been very gratifying,but there are ments will be closed on that day,
the reading of the wreck from the ous performance when the two
The
strong
Ottawa
Hills
team
of still many who should be members
himself
a
member
of
the
class
of
The
H.
J.
Heinz
Co.
paid
HolFIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
News files was a feature.Both la- funniest men on the screen,Wheeand the workers In the welfare deland farmers well over $20,000 for Grand Rapids will meet Holland of one of the moat benevolent in- partment on the third floor will
• • *
dies are well known in Holland, ler and Woolsey, will appear in 1885, the nineteenth to be graduHigh
and
those
attending
the
game
stitutions the world has ever
ated, and he had been six years in
Tenth rtreet has just been pickles in one of their agreeable
the son of Mrs. Rooks being the
“Kentucky Kernels." Together the preparatory school and college completed with gravel after the pay days that mean so much to are to see one of the best contests known. The drive comes to a close also have a day of reel. In other
engineer for the city of Zedand.
words the city hall will be closed,
with the feature there will be news
grading had been done. This did pickle raisers. Refreshmentsweie of the season. This will be the last on ThanksgivingDay. Be sure which will include the library.
Mrs. Douma is better known as
reels, cartoons, travelogues and
game
this
year.
t« join.
away with the hill by the Method- served to all who came to get their
Hattie Ten Have who, with her
comic screens.
The time to subscribe for the
ist and Hope churches and filled in pay checks. There were three pay
sister, at one time a school teacher,
CANDIDATE FOR SCHOOL
At the Colonial there will also
American Red Cross is NOW.
took a deep interest in the Holland
part of the gulley on West Tenth days during the season. The H. J.
HAVE A HEART AND A DOLfair in the household department be a continuous performance on
COMMISSIONER
street near Maple street over Tan- Heinz Co. has proved to be a boon
LAR.
Thursday,the double feature at
in the art hall.
nery creek. A small hill at Hope to the farmer who plants this dicollege campus has now also been versified crop.
Anyway, Neal gave us a good that time showing John Gilbeit and
Otto Yntoma, principal of the
story and the sinking of the Kala- Wynne Gibson in “The Captain
dug away and leveled.
Jamestown school, a graduate of
HOLLAND'S STORES OPEN
The steamer Puritan of the Holmazoo to which this newspaperde- Hates the Sea.” Ann Dvorak and
ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT Hope college,states that he is a
voted two columns is also very in- Pat O’Brien will also be seen in
* At Blemlon recently
land fleet was disabled when she
candidatefor Ottawa county school
teresting.
“I Sell Anything.” News reels
was given a coat of tar and lost her rudder in a terrible storm.
Although all Holland store* as commissioner. The election is
feathers by his neighbors who con The wireless was also destroyed Council Meets
We give here a few of the high will also be featured.
I Session, well as the local banka and .nanu- March 4. For the past few years,
oidered him a dishonorable arnkjon the boat. She was but two miles
lights.
- Delegating
faoturing plants will be dosed on Gerrit Groenewoud of Holland -has
W3-*
The Kalamazoowas on the regugeneral good-for-nothing. Since from port when her anchors were
RECLUSE FOUND DEAD;
Thursday,ThanksgivingDay, the made a very able school commisMonth
that time a barn, belonging to Hor- holding her. Later news stated
lar run from Holland to ChicagoMONEY FOUND
merchants have decided to keep sioner. He has not yet announced
The late Simon Bos of Holland
ace B. Atwood, has burned with that the tug Tomlinsongave the
(Grand Haven Tribune)
all places of business open the whether he will be a candidate for
was the clerk and he sent this wire:
a $1,500 loss. These grave suspi- Puritan a line and pulled her into
The
city council met this morn- night before, giving everyonean re-election.
There has happened of late
“Kalamazoo sunk in mid-lake
cions and two incidentshave stir- Chicago, harbor.
ing in special session to pass a opportunity to lay in provisions
crew and passengers saved. No nothing quite so out-of-the-ordired up the community thoroughly.
resolution delegating $800 per for “Turkey Day. It is well for LOOK FOR DEER; GETS BEAR
nary
as
the
finding
of
the
dead
loss of life.”
Pfanatiehl and Co. have placed month for welfare support. The folks to shop early and avoid the
The News then gives interviews body of George Wells, well known
in charge of their plumbing de- authorizationof that amount fol- last-minute rush, for undoubtedly
Jake
Vander
Meer
of
Holland
recluse of Valley township, AlleHolland's“Three Musketeers"
from members of the crew and
has evidently won a box of "Pew- partment Peter G. Damstra, who lowed a conference at Holland of buying for “ThanksgivingDay"
gan county; and yet we have been
passengers. From these we glean
ahunting went. They left this city
sink’s Best” cigars by having been for the past two years has been Peter Kammeraad, city manager, will be heavy this year.
able to tell very little about this
the following:
the person who came the nearest connected with a plumbing and and J. N. Poel, city clerk, a cominterestingman. He had been a
Remember, all stores are open for the whisperingpines of Ish“The air was thick and a heavy
peming, in the northern half of the
to guessing Blaine and Logan’s heating concern in Jackson.
resident there by the new dam
mittee selectedby Mayor Heap to Wednesday night, the same as on
fog hung over Lake Michigan like
Michigan domain. They pitched
•
•
pluralityin Michigan. His figure
confet with the county welfare ad- Saturday, but not on Thursday.
a blanket.There was no sea and twenty-nine years, a frugal, quiet
camp as nimrods do and waited
Holland has been designated as
man
who
lived by himself and
was
2,575, being within 264 of the
ministration.
no wind; the water was as smooth
DR. J. B. NYKERK
for the “zero hour." Then they
worked with all the industry necactual plurality.Note— Pessink the place where the next state G.
Under this arrangement the REV. DANHOF AND FAMILY
as glass. At 12:40 P.M., Captain
spread out, hoping to get a deer in
essary to. keep himself well and Dean of Hope (50 years later). Bros., John and Gerrit, conducted a A. R. encampment is to be held. county welfare administrator will
ARRIVE IN HOLLAND their dragnet. It was a very eventDennis Cummings of Saugatuck
bakery, candy and confectionary Note:— It was held here and it was take over all of the welfare of this
had left the wheelhouse to retire. happy. He never bothered his
tremendous affair. We were city as far as its jurisdictionalful hunting trip, for each of the
The first notice the wheelsman had neighbors and was always ready The few others whom he did not store on the site now occupied by
to help them whenever they had know either as student or teacher, Du Saar's Photo shop.
praised for our hospitality and it lows. This includes permanent Rev. Ralph J. Danhof, who re- "musketeers"brought down a
of the approaching of the ‘Pilgrim’
• m *
was publicly acclaimed that Hol- and temporarywelfare lists. The cently accepted the call of the buck. The personnel of this party
of Douglas was the noise of her use for an extra man. Ray Adams, he has met since their graduation.
Fourteenth Street Christian Rethe rural mail carrier,found the
For once old “Joos" Verplanke land should be made the place for city was budgeted $7,500 for wel- formed church of this city, arrived was Dr. “Chet" Sulkers, Larry H.
engines. They were then a mile
Now 73 years old, but still meetdead man one day after he noticed
apart, he judged, and the ‘Pilgrim’
ing his classes daily and never was beaten in Ottawa county for all annual meets because of the re- fare support and the $600 per in the city late Monday afte-noon Kolb, and “Eddie” Landwehr.
A great many stories have leakmade signals that she would pass two or three days’ mail had not having missed more than three sheriff by Arie Woltman, Wolt- sorts. Convention enthusiasm, no month together with the hospitalbeen taken out of the box near the
doubt. The “Boys in Blue" haven’t ization and burial expense which together with his family, coming ed out about this hunting trip. The
to starboard.
man
receiving
3,605
votes
and
hermit’s home. Sheriff Miller took months of teaching because of illbeen here since and are now too must be taken care of by the com- here from Pella, Iowa.
original intentionwas to go loaded
“The Kalamazoo was turned to
charge of the body and
w“
had ty- Verplanke 3,172 in the county, givThe new domlnee and his 'amily for deer, but from ail appearances
port and was swinging away, Benson made it ready for burial. I Phold (ever),he has seen his for- ing Woltman a plauralityof 423. old for further encampments.
munity will probably run consid- were tendered a reception at the
• • •
they were really “loaded for bear."
when the black bow of the ‘Pilerably over the allotted amount.
The officer found among the per- mer schoolmates and pupils rise to Old gentleman Verplanke is still
parsonageby consistory members As The News received the story,
Marriage
licenses were issued
grim,’ plunging through the water,
living
and
visits
Holland
every
fame.
The
increase
in
welfare
costs
sonal belongings of the dead man
of the local church and their wives the hunters each got their deer
to Jacob Plaggenhoef, 24, Holland,
struck the Kalamazoo about 25 feet
One of these was the late G. J. year and is in his nineties. Mr.
has come about by a recent state Monday evening, and the congreaft of the port bow, sinking in the address of a brother in Illinois,
and
Hanna
Rosendahl, 22, Zeeland;
all right, but Sulkers and the bear,
order that political units must pay
and a fecond brother came from Diekema, whp was a member of Woltman later became a cigar
about five feet.
John Henry Naber, 26, Holland, one-third of welfare support, the gation at large will greet the pas- it appears, were both after the
Detroit and took charge. C. F. Peck the class of 1881 and who became manufacturer and the grandfator and accord him a welcome on same deer. “Chet" beat Bruno to
“A panic ensued — men and
and Mary Kuyers, 38, Holland;
women in night clothes rushed to had been made administratorof the minister to The Netherlands.Paul ther of those drummer boys in the Gerrit Terpatra, 24, Holland, and balance coming from the state and Tuesday evening. Mr. Danhi-fwill it, but Bruno wasn’t satisfiedso
estate and it is being probated.The De Kruif, author of many popular American Legion band and origifederal government.
the deck, not realizing which of the
preach the Thanksgiving»ermon he protestedby getting on his hind
Martha Holsteege, 18, Beaverdam.
The amount passed uy the city on Thursday morning at the Fourft • •
two ships were more in danger. unusual feature of this man’s life bookstand countlessarticles on nator of the "Herr Louie" band
legs and expostulating with the
and
death was the finding of va- medical subjects,whose name is you often see at functions in Holcouncil
is
agreeable
to
the
welfare
Through the yawning hole in ner
teenth Street church.
doctor. Whether the doctor’shair
rious taluables about his home. known to every magazine reader, land and in the neighboring towns. FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY administrationin this county. The
• • •
side, the water passed into the hull
Rev. Danhof will be formally went pompadour for the moment
This included quite a sum of cur- was another. There is Rev. S. M.
state has estimated that it will be installed as pastor of the local
of the Kalamazoo and within ten
Henry
P.
Zwemer
Monday
reis not made plain, but his eye was
minutes she had sunk to the water rency. Wells came originallyfrom Zwemer, formerly a missionary to
Gerrit J, Diekema, Republican ceived word that his foreman had necessary to raise $116,000 in this church on Friday evening, Novgood, his gun well oiled, he set his
Newfoundland,
Canada,
and
had
line.
Arabia, author of several books, nominee for the state legislature,
wired him from his saw mill in county this year. The road com- ember 30, by his brother,Rev. Ben- teeth, and “let her fly." The proof
“In this condition she still re- lived some time in Manitoba. He now at Princetonseminary, a mem won over Reindert E. Workman, White Cloud that he had to shut mission has donated $25,000. The jamin J. Danhof of Drenthe. Rev.
of the pudding is the tasting, and
mained afloat with her funnel out had three brothers and four sisters ber of the class of 1887. There is also of Holland, by a plurality of
widows’ pensions,paid by the Herman E. Oostendorp of Zeeland
the mill dow n since the entire crew
in the old home in Canada.
the truth of this story is the real
of water and an effort was made
Rev. George Kollen, ’92, former 202 in the district. Note:— Mr. had small pox and all were quar- county, will he deducted from the will address the pastor and Rev.
evidence in the way of simmering
to tow her into port, Chicago, 45
total amount. Holland city will D. Zwier of Holland will charge the
presidentof Hope, who was named Diekema had a close call on that
antined.
venison and juicy bear steaks. The
miles away. Two tow lines had
pay $1,250 for its monthly share congregation. Local ministerstakby President Roosevelt to attend election but became speaker of the
doctor will have the bear hide made
king
been fastened to the sinking ship
tell the dedication of the Carnegie house at Lansing, the first real
ing part will include Rev. N. J. into a rug as a constant reminder
The death of Mrs. Cornelius Van of welfare.
by the ‘Pilgrim’crew and shortly
—
—
o
peace prize. There is Rev. Jo- stepping stone in his political ca- Vyven is reported at the age of
Monsma, Rev. LambcrtusVelt- that shooting deer and bear are
afterward it was evident that the that the crew of the Saugatuck
HELP THE MISSION TREAT
kamp and Rev. Peter Jonker. Jr. differentagain.
i includ
including seph Sizoo, '07, pastor of the New reer. Mr. Werkman was an enter- 77 years. Death took place at her
‘Pilgrim*' was also leaking. The lost all their belongings
THE NEEDY CHILDREN Mr. Danhof will preach his inauYork Avenue Presbyterian church prising business man, a contractor home on West Fifteenth street.
‘Pilgrim’ continued to tow the bat- their pay envelopes.The ship's
in
Washington,
wkh
some
of
the
and
builder,
conducting
the
“big
gural sermon Sunday, Dec. 2. He DR. BROWNLOW TO SPEAK
Note: — This was the mother of
tered ship until 8:20 in the morn- cash went down with the steamer,
A chicken dinner to be given by succeeds Rev. Hessel Bounin, now
nation’s statesmenin his congre- red mill” Die “Phoenix,” once lo- the late John Van Vyven, musician
ing when it .was noticed that the most of the clothingof passengers
AT A JOINT MEETING
the City mission at the mission on
gation.
cated on the present post office and band leader.
of Passaic, New Jersey.
‘Saugatuck’ was slowly but surely were missing and Miss Hattie Ten
Central
avenue
on
Thanksgiving
Prof. Nykerk organized and di- site. He organized the first fursinking. One of the lines parted Have lost one of her shoes and she
Dr. Thomas G. R. Browniow’s
• • •
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Larue time will be well occupied Thanksand the other line was quickly 1(42 years later) still has the other rects! the first glee club; h» or- niture factory in Holland, name- Miss Hannah Hoekje has been Day at 5 o'clock to childrenunder
16
years
of
age,
is
taking
well.
ganized
the
lyceum
course
and
ly
the
Ottawa.
Both
men
have
chopped away and almoat immedi- [aa a keepsake.
honored with the presidencyof the The plans are to feed the children Seats, rural route 8, on November givine Day, since he will deliver
ately the ship sunk from sight in lie passenger list as given from brought Claudia Muzio to sing, and passed on, Mr. Diekema’scrownthe ThanksgivingDay message at
Teachers’ club of the city schools. of the Mission Sunday school and 20, a son, Carman Larue.
500 feet of water. Lightened of her Hi vicinitywas John Beeuwkes, ha* her picture,-which she gave ing glory being his elevation by
» • •
Clarence Becker has returned
any other children whose parents from a hunting trip in northern 10 o’clock Thursday morning at
load, the ‘Pilgrim’ made faster [jT Legyt of Holland; Hattie Ten him, now hanging in his room in President Hoover to the ministcry
a community service at Saugatuck
A fine pipe organ is now being will call at the mission, giving
headway for Chicago and arrived Have, North Hollapd; Miss Henri- Voorhees hall. He brought Wil- at De Hague.
installed in Trinity church and the names and ages of their children Michigan with his buck. Royal in the Methodist church. Special
with her double crew and passen- etta Ellen; Holland Town, E. C. liam Jennings Bryan here twice.
music has been arrangedfor.
edifice is being redecorated and securing tickets for them as Smith shot a red fox.
gers at 2 o’clock in the afternoon. Hernia and wife, Grand Rapids.
In 1897, with others, he founded
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO throughout.
John Raak, 74, of 1029 Wood In Holland at 7:30 in the eve“The sailors had much to contend
only
the
boys
and
girls
having
The crew consisted of Capt. Den- the Michigan Oratorical league,
street, Muskegon,who was injured ning, a union Thanksgiving‘•ervTODAY
tickets will be given this dinner.
nis Cummings, mate; Joseph Lewis, now the Michigan Intercollegiate
in an automobile accident on US- ice will be held at the Wesleyan
Rev. John P. Battema, the popuAll interested and willing to help
first engineer;wheelsmen, John Speech league, of which he is dean,
• * *
lar
“dominie" of Maple avenue in any way can send or make 31 north of the city a week ago, Methodistchurch, this rnng,*egaCummings and Henry Upton; fire-[ and under his coaching Hope repGeorge Vander Poel, son of Mardied early Sunday at Holland hos- tion having invited the Imnmiuel
badly bent and twisted— the solid men, Fred Van Leeuwen and John resentativeswon four nationalvic- tin Vander Poel, 159 East Fifth church, is in great demand. He known their gift at the mission
has received three calls within the and arrangementswill be made to pital. He suffered a back injury church, the Bethel Reformed church
planking and timbers of her bow Upton all of Saugatuck; clerk,
planki
tories and 10 state victories in ora- street, who has been at a training
month— the latest ones from Kal- call for sama A very interesting that caused paralysisof his limbs. and the Methodist Episcopal
being crushed because of the im Simon Bos; second engineer,Henry
station in Rhode Island, is home amazoo and Fulton, 111.
The deceased is survived by a son, church to join with them in this
pact. The result was that the res- Paxson; watchman,Jay Rockwood;
and helpful program will be given
this own class of six mem on a ten-days furlough. At the
• • •
Albert of Grand Haven, and a union service. Rev. Brown! aw is
cuing ship was leaking badly. A porter, John Haan. all of Holland.
earlier
in
the
day.
bers, only he and his brother-in- end of his leave of absence he exbrother, Lambert, of Zeeland. Fu- to be the speaker, and his topic
fact that saved the second ship was | Capt. R. C. Britain,Saugatuck,
Austin
Harrington
returned on
Mr. H. J. Boone, superintendent
aw, Rev. Gerrit J. Hekhuis, are pects to be ordered to the battlethat she was light of freight and was captain of the steamer PilSaturday from Marquette, where of the Sunday school, is general neral arrangementshave not been will be one in keeping with Thanksliving. Mary E. Alcott, the late ship . “Michigan,” and will be giv
completed.
giving Day.
in order to keep the damaged part grim. He was a fine man and an
Mrs. G. J. Diekema and Lizzie en an opportunity to see consid- he remained four days deer hunt- chairman. Gerrit Barendse is the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Laug and
as high out of water as possible all able captain as was Capt. Cuming and brought home a 200-pound chairman of provisions.
Phelps,daughter of the first presi- erable of the world.
son Melbourne left last week Wedfreightwas shifted and passengers mings.
Applications for permits to rebuck.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Trotter nesday enroute to California to
were directed to stay on the un- DThe usual wrangl®-of placingthe dent of the college, were members
• • •
roof their homes have been filed
are
on
the
serving
and
program
of the class.
At the annual electionheld by
spend the winter. They spent Wed- by Martin Bol, 17 West Sixteenth
damaged side of the boat.”
blame was indulged in by different
Bert Bykma of Fillmore sold his committees.
nesday night in Holland and the street. $40: and Floyd Ketchum,
Prof. Nykerk studied at Oxford the congregation of the Third ReMr. E. Benns of Douglas, in an members of different crews and
Thus far there has been a fine followingmorning began their long
for two years, in 1906 and ’07, formed church, the results were farm of 68 acres to CorneliusVaninterview, said: "i
“I wem
went to
to my
165 East Sixth street, $15.
passengers, but there ia no doubt
e ‘Pilgrim’ early,
where he received hie LL.D. de- as follows: Retiring elders, E. den Berg for $6,500. John Klom- response,but still more chicken and automobile journey to the coast.
stateroom on the
but that the impenetrable fog was
parens
spld
to
Simon
Harkema
and
other
goodie*
for
the
children
will
They
will
make
their
home
in
ipite the constant
I fell asleep des;
gree. He also studied voice in Van Der Veen and Peter Gunst
A surprise birthday party
Santa Monica, where Mrs. Laug’s held recentlyat the home of
blowing of fog horns. The next to blame— however, not a life was New York City, Boston and Lon- were re-electedand John Pessink Louis Vredeveld 40 acres in Lake- surely be appreciated.
[lost so it was a lucky disaster. Both
o
father, John Walt, resides.— Coopthing I knew was the
don. He has bad many offers was elected elder for full term and town for $2,800.
Martha Hop of Crisp, in
• » •
crews behaved admirably, the artiwhich broke all the
Mrs. L. Mulder, who has been eraville ‘Observer.
from other colleges, but has turned John Du Hex for one yew. The
Neal Vander Bie. A
cle
states.
The
freight
on
board
the
Sergeant
Harry
Kramer
has
restateroom.Screams
seriously ill at Holland hospital
deacons dotted were H. Van Ark
them down.
Saugatuck, still in “Davie Jones’
Miss Marian Meyers of Holland young folks
on as much of my
The alumni edition of the Mile- William Van Dyke and Benjamin turned home after serving fifteen for the last seven weeks, is in very
locker" today, was 23 large rolls
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John the
months
over
seas.
rushed to the
critical
condition.
stone pays him a tributewhich is Du Mez. The two former were
the
* • •
of leatherfrom the Cappon Bertsch
t their home on East Cen. ‘
v
o
in the hearts of all who know him: re-electedand Mr. Du Mez was
Leather Co.; several tons (two conBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Completed housing survey staplace of Mr. Pessink
signments) of potatoes from J, A “These long years of service have
10
Sunday, a son.
tistics sponsored by the Chamber
who became eider.
of Commerce showed 855 prospects
^Mr. D. J. Michmerhuizen, father
.oiif n. r loc&cr & tonbiKiimore than usual atte--:on in a total vuitation of 2.569
now
. J. F. S
bevy of school children
The field
of
the
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

injury. An automobile driver/ for ance of donations.AKhough the
example,can probably pass cars prices placed upon the various arEnter'd at tin Post Offlc*at Holland. on curves 999 times without any- ticleswere far below their real valMkhlgan. as Soeoad Class Matter.
thing happening. On the thou- ue, the ladies were surprisedat the
Accopted for mailing at apodal rate of
amount which the sale had yielded.
Postage provid'd for la 8'etloo 1101 at sandth time he may kill and maim
The cafeteria lunch also brought
Act of Ooagraaa,October A lllf. Authorand injure. The element of risk good results. But the part in the
is'd October 1*. 1918.
is always there— a little thought success of the sale was not the
financial returns for the organisawill reduce it to a minimum.
There is no greater and more tion, but rather the help given to
THE ABC OF SAFETY
a large number of folks who were
absolutelywaste than that caused
enabled to supply some of their
The cause of safety has a very by accidents. No kind of waste needs at a very insignificantexsimple and important
The possessesless justification— the un- pense. It seems thst this is anletters mean— "Always Be Care- avoidable accident is so rare as to other proof that enough is thrown
be almost nonexistent.Nearly away or wasted by some of us to
ful.”
That motto should govern con- every accident is caused because help a large number of otner folks.
Thanksgiving services will be
duct in every home, in every place someone was reckless, careless, igheld at the local churches next
1
of business— an^l especiallyin
Thursday. Services at the First
every automobile.Because It is
Reformed church will begin at 9:30
The annual congregational meet- o’clock. An offering will be reconstantly violated,thousands of
people die needlessly each year, ing for the electionof elders and ceived for foreign and domestic
deacons will be held in Central missions
33,000 of them in motor accidents
Avenue Christian Reformed church
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Orr and famalone, and property damage runs Monday evening, December 3, at
ily of Holland were guesta at the
into the billions.In no other na- 7:30 o’clock.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
tion do accidents take so great a
KlomparensSunday evening.

MOVEMBER
1

Seminole Indian War
ctam in Florida, 1117.

**>

II*
Chinese government

22—

/9J

bans import of opium.
1904.

21— Franklin Pierce, 14th
President, bom 1804.

U

CENTRAL PARK

toll.

J

-AdelinePatti makes first

There is nothing difficult about
U. S. appearance. 1859.
“playing safe." The main thing to
The Willing Workers Aid socieremember is to never take a need- ty are sponsoring a miscellaneous
2S— Grant wins great victory
less chance — never do anything entertainment to be given in the
at Chattanooga,
1863.
unnecessarily that might lead to church parlors Tuesday evening at
7:30 p. m. Besides the special music and readings there will be two
plays by members of the organisation, "In Want of a Servant” and
The Pull-Back." No admiaeion
will be charged and refreshmenta
will bo served and an offering received. The public will be welcome.
Corner 18th & Washington Ave.
Jacob H. De Free and Gerrit
Knoll returned from a twelve-days

24

DYKE & HORNSTRA
Holland, Michigan

Specials for Thanksgiving

Chickens

Heavy

Bld5

Turkeys

"*™1

lb

0cMr'

2 lbs.

Porkcrs

FrMb ,nd Cri,p

Meat

Mince

i

G *

23c

Lb

Spare Ribs
Bulk Sauer Kraut

Celery Hearts

18c

s>« 49c

cm.

chUck

Ham Pork Roast ^
2 lbs.

cLhbu'k

Fr'’b ^

Roast

Beef

lb

23c to 27c

Home Cured Dry Beef
Oysters

ki

R»

Lb 16c

r

2

b‘ln'b,,

mum

Br.d

10c

27c
15c
iQc

Be Sure to Get In on This

Rich

in quality and ilavor. Large

Geese

plump
succewfulmeal-

• -

Makes

a

birds.

lb.

•

has been act'ng rather uppity because he -time back with the largest buck ever brought to this town.

Chickens

FRESH OYSTERS

15c to 25c

236 River Ave.

Phone 9776

l

The Duty

of

Every Baoker

|T IS dearly the duty of every hanker

in the country to

perform certain services. The roost important of these
are:

J. To afford perfect safety for

deposits.

2. .To grant credit to those who deserve it.
••

la the Patter of granting credits the public must in fairness

remeaber that banks are not lending their own money, but

money of

their depositors,represented very largely

by

the

earalngs and savings of the people.
It Is possiblethat

soae legitimateborrowers are hesitatingto

approach banks for credit but we know of no time when good

Deposits in this bank are insured to the greatest extent provided

by law for any hank—

$5,

WO

Lost in the vicinity east ol

name

HAMILTON

ner’s
The rummage sale put on by

to

“Bum.” Dog has owname and address on

the

Ladies’ Missionary society of the collar. Gill or write
First Reformed church last week, Gerrit Lemmen, R.R., 3
Friday afternoon and evening was
very popular. There was an abund- and. Reward.

DECEMBER

2, 1934

"The Christian as Witness’

for each account.

STATE BARK
mm MICH.

Hams

Picnic

mild sngar cured lb.

Bulk Mince Meat

Oysters

none

better

lb.

•

11c
15c

E,lr,“«e:hrri'd‘y qt.40c

Chickens

and up

lb. 14c
Choice Center Cuts

Beef Roast
Sirloin

lb. 12c

Steak

lb.

10c

lb.

12c

Hamburger

TESTED
•TASTIES

lb.

BUEHLER BROS., Inc.
HOLLAND, MICH.
PHONE

8c

3551

YOUR FAMILY WILL ENJOY!
te

JIAM AUM

Wo «rfli poMbb In tfcb column rtgulorfy the very latcatrecipe* ind food newt,
Strtlop'Jtad rated by the Kroger Food Foundation.U >ou ha»e portkular
fnhhoM io buyingor preporingfood, let im help you toltfthem. Ju.1 write our
Food Editor, iu rare of thk paper,le will be pleated to *er that your quratioM
re ouaweredhelpfully and promptly.
t

“EAT

IT,

DEAR-”

By Jean Allen
“Come on, Darling,just one more bite! Umm— wasn’t it GOOD?
Now take one more for Mother. See? And here go some little green
ducks rollingdown the little red lane! My, I wish I had such a
good dinner
” and so on until the plate is reasonably clean and
“Darling” feels rather like a small stuffed goose.

-

Yes, I grant you, this is an idealized picture.It seldom works out
so smoothly. Usually about the middle of the procedure there is
mutiny. Tears are shed and tempers mislaid. By the time the last
spoonful has been shoved between rebellious teeth, Mother is a complete wreck, and— believe it or not— “Darling” has had a beautiful
time, but is probably in such a state of excitement as to derive little
tonefit from the food.
One of the most important factors in buildingor rebuildingfood
habits is to plan a series of menus which will not only furnish the
child with necessary food elements, but which will have a definite
psychologicalappeal. While it is not practical to cook separate meals
for the children,it is still possible to take advantage of several
pointers which make food more attractive to them, and no less accept-

LIVING

not serve on

—Davenport, standard

-Lazy-Back Chair
[Choice ol green or

—Rug—

Hol-

The Christian life is the unselfish life. One becomes a Christian
primarily for others. Jesus told
His disciples at the very start that
only as they lost themselves could
they ever hope to save themselves.
That principle is fundamental. If
a Christian wants to bring his

Orange Juice or Tomato Juice, Steamed
Rice with Raisins,or other Cereal, and Thin Cream
1 Strip Bacon
Whole Wheat
Preserves
Milk
TYPICAL FALL SUPPER FOR MISS OR MASTER 2 TO 5
Baked Egg on Tomato Rice
Buttered Pea?
Whole Wheat Lettuce Sandwich with MayonnaiseDressing
Jellied Fruit Cup
Animal
Milk

made.

ell

Table.

—Davenport

All

match.

to

Pillow.

Complete

for

Other 10-Piece Ensembles

$89— $118— $129

ATTENTION- Young Couples
You can purchase this

AWAY PLAN

and we

outfit

on our LAY-

will store it

FREE for

a reasonable length of time.

Prompt-Accurate—
Genuinely Satisfying

jAS. A.
The Old

Federal Deposit Insurance means

SAFETY

"

BROUWER

CO.

Reliable Furniture Store

212-216 River Avenue

Holland

for your bank deposits

‘ and we

are glad to have you come

to the

PEOPLES STATE BANK

PROMPTNES

for this protection.

S....

When you do so we endeavorto

In settling claims is Just one of the advantages of a policy with

show our appreciationof your pa-

STATE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF MICHIGAN. Michigan's largest Farmers’*Mutual Fire Insurance Com-

tronage in the welcome that we

pany. Here

extend to you and in the way

we

handle your transactions.

A

Christian accepts things the testimony of professing Chriswhich are not yet present. He tians is fullest toned that the
believes things he cannot prove. principles of the kingdom flourish.
Consciousof hie own weakrovs, Every silent Christian subtracts
to believes there is strength able from the sum total of the power
to sustain him. But if he is timid needed to bring the -world to
and fearsome and shrinks from Christ
plunging boldly into the service of
In the Sermon on the Mount
his new Master, he has nipped the Christ says that people do not
Christianlife in the very bud. light a candle and put it under
Anyone who refuses to say he is a a bushel measure. Of course not
Christian for fear that he may and whenever you hear someone
fall, invites the very fall he would trying to prove that a Christian
escape. Many
well-meaning can be a true follower of Chriat
Christian has by a life of silence without saying so, just think of
quenched the Christian light and that poor, discouraged,lonely cancrushed the Christian life at
dle flickering
very start If one has not

—End

Toast

Crackers

Cover]

9x12 size, Reversible.

—Table Lamp
—Smoker.

excess will quickly interferewith normal appetite.
6. Avoid “scenes" at or near mealtime.
7. Food should not be the topic of conversation,either “pro” or
"con,” but it should be the center of attention.Children must
not be allowed to bring toys to the table, and grownups should
not be encouraged to set an example by bringing books or
newspapers along, or discussingtheir own likes and dislikes.

TYPICAL FALL BREAKFAST FOR MISS OR
MASTER 2 TO 5

match.

—Occasional Table.
—Floor Lamp, with shade.

goes a long way, and an

In order to bear out my contentionsand illustrate the points, here
arc some menus and recipes that may help you out of tight places:

to

size.

rust Tapestry

—Occasional Chair, a

portions.
little

ROOM

ENSEMBLE

OIL.
In addition to this, a few practical “do’s and don’ts” have been
worked out in some of the leading nursery schools. It is astonishing
how many of these rules apply to grownups, too:
1. Appearanceof Food. — Interesting,uright colors and combinations arouse appetite, while a dull, colorless dish is uninviting.
2. Flavors.— Generally mild. Seasoning is easy to add but impossible to get out, and children’s sense of taste is far more acute
than that of grown persons. They usually enjoy the slightly
tart flavor of natural fruit and vegetable acids.
3. Texture— It is a good plan to select from familiar foods for
each meal, something to munch and something to crunch, and
somethingthat “melts in your mouth.”
4. New foods should be offered without comment and in small

5. Easy on the starch and fats. A

Of all the organs of the body friends and acquaintancesto
none surpassesin usefulness or Christ he must use his tongue.
power the tongue. It is a miracle- It is by our speech that we purworking member. It is small but suade men to do the things which
it is mighty. It is peculiar to the we want them moat to do. We are
race of men. Animals have tongues to influencethem by our conduct,
but there is only one human to be sure, but our speech is a part
tongue. The faculty of articulate of our conduct.One does not live
speech is granted only to those the Christianlife unless he speaks.
who are capable to become the A life of deeds divorcedfrom words
sons of God. When, therefor,one is only a maimed and mangled life.
decides to live a complete life he
But even if the world did not
most carry with him all the ca- need the open confession which
pacities and powers with which Christiansmake, Christians themthe Almightyhas endowed him. To selves need the strength which
silencea member which has been this confession brings. It braces
given a central place in the life of one to let men know that he has
the soul is evidence that the per- identifiedhimself with a noble
son doing this does not clearly cause. When men enlisted for the
see what being a Christian is.
Civil war they always did it in
Being a Christian is synonymous public. The act of putting on the
with being manly. Christ was the uniform and marching openly unideal man. He was candid, brave der the flag quenched the fears
and true. He could not do any- of the heart, and made timid men
thing cowardly or underhanded. brave as lions. No one can do
His unshrinkingcourage thrilled without the strength which comes
and lifted the men who knew him. from public confession.
To be a Christian is to go to
A Christian ought always so to
school to him. The mind which
act that others may safely follow
was in him is also to be in us.
If through fear we go through his example. If it is right that one
life, not daring to proclaim our Christian should stand always
thoughts, our own heart condemns dumb, then it is allowable that all
us and tells us we are unworthy of Christiansshould stand dumb.
being numbered among the dis- And with no one in the world but
ciples of one who was always out- dumb Christians, how would the
spoken and magnificently frank. cause of Chriat triumph? It is
The Christian life is a life of only in those communities in which
faith.

borrowers are so welcome.

Roast

COD LIVER

tan markings, answers

ing events during the day.

HENRY GEERLINGS

WHITE’S MARKET

Pork

cereals.

mem- Hamilton a female hound.

(I Thessalonians 1:1-10)

55€

Quart

Hamilton Readers

^rljool Ifossrm

lb 22c

OOO

EGG OR MEAT— The older child may have both.
SWEETS — In small amounts, and at end of meal. Do

22c

Choice flavor and tastiness. Highest quality birds available.

Milk Fed

Our next meeting will be on De- our wives be gone evenings to auxcember 12.
iliary; he has them coming1 out for
bowling in the morning. Maybe
Bill Brower was to be assisted by sometime he will get himself marPeter Sikkle in arranginga pro- ried and he will find out how things
gram, but Bill will be unable to art*.
be with us and we have faith In
Pete’s ability to furnish us enterOur Cub Pack is organized; and
tainment.
the boys will now be anxious to do
their good turn by helping with the
In going to press so early this dishes, running errands, etc.—
week it is not possible to givo any Likell, likell!
of the facts of our meeting this
week.

bership in the Alethea sorority.
They were fete! with a breakfast Almost white, with few light
at Saugatuck and other interest-

For an old-fashioned dinner.

-

Holland.

OTHER SPECIALS

Bisbing

Large and meaty with plenty ol lat lor rendering.

Ducks

<

from Buehlers Mar-

ket, fthe shophing center of

11:25-26.

informed of their election to

25c and 28c

dinner with a nice tender,

juicy bird

ooo

week-end to visit his mother.
Betty Nieusma and Florence
Steketee,freshman students at
Hope college, were made happy
Saturday morning when they were

lb.

price is right, enjoy a real Thai ks

giving

George Jansen of Holland was
appointed administratorof the
Fred Jansen estate by Judge of
Probate Irvin Tucker. A public
auction of personal property will
be held on December 15.
Student Haivey Hoffman of the
seminarypreachedat the American Reformed church last Sunday.
• • •
Harry Lampen and Jacob EdPardon the lack of news, we’ll
Someone should speak to Ben give you all the latest dope next
ing returned from inn nor\i Saturday evening. These men were Lievense. He isn’t satisfied to let week.
among the fortunate few who returned with their limit. Harry

and family went
to Kankakee, Illinois, over the

-

Wednesday

The Woman’s Study club met
vor meeting Sunday night. She
spoke on "The Grace of Grati- last week, Thursday evaning, at
the home of Mrs. Joe Hagc!skamp.
tude.”
“The Jewels" Sunday School The program was in charge of the
class of which Mrs. Henry Van daughters who gave their mothers
Den Berg is the teacher, gave an and guests an evening of ml enold-fashionedparty in the church tertainment.
The Hamilton Community Playparlors Friday evening. Each
member of this class of girls ers will open their season on Debrought a friend as a guest All cember 13 and 14 with the presenwore cottumesof fifty years ago tation of the comedy drama “Whitable to adults.
and after sittingdown to a boun- lin’.” The play is being directed
To provide an adequate diet, a child of two to five should have
teous repast a program of old- by Mrs. John Brink, Jr. The cast each day:
fashioned music and games was of characters includes Frederick MILK— At least a pint, preferably a quart, either as beverage, on
Johnson, Edna Dangremond, Mrs.
cereals, or in soups, custards,etc.
given.
The Thanksgivingserviceat the Allan CallahanjBenjamin Kooi- BUTTER — At every meal.
church will be held Thursday ker, Margaret Roggen, Bernard CEREAL, BREAD, OR POTATO-At every meal.
morning from 10 to 11 o'clock. The Voorhorst, John Haakma and VEGETABLESOTHER THAN POTATOES— At least two daily. One
raw or quickly cooked; leafy kinds often.
sermon will be preached on the Leonard Dangremond.
FRUIT— Once or twice daily. Citrus or other raw fruits, or tomatoes
text: "Father, I Thank Thee,”
daily.

Vem

Turkeys

The

hunting trip in the northern Michigan wikfc. They evidently left Now someone has been mean
some bucks to be shot at during enough to say that the buck has so
many points that Harry can’t
the hunting season next year.
count them.
Geraldine Teusink was the leadKatie Klein, emp.oyed at the
er at the Intermediate Christian Henry yenhu.s rore, is confined
Endeavor meeting Sunday after- to her no me on ar-vum of illness.
noon. She spoke on "There Is a
L. Bates of Wyoming Park was
God Who Cares."
a week-end at the home of Mrs. E.
The Intermediate Christian En- Archambault.
deavor choir made its first appearMrs. J. A. Roggen spoke at the
ance at the Sunday evening serv- missionarymeeting o fthe Ebeice. Mrs. James M. Cook is the nezer church last week, Wednesdirector and the following are in day afternoon.
the choir: Mary Jane Miles, GerMr. and Mrs. John Kronen. lyer
aldine Teusink, Ruth Nieusma, and other mail men of this vicinity
Jean Harthorn, Barbara Heneveld, attended a meeting st Watervliet
Martha Van Dyk, Carlene Stroop, last Saturday evening.
Alice Slenk, Ruth Timmer, Norma
At a recent meeting the K'ng’s
Appeldorn,Ruth Williams, Vera, Daughters’society of the First
May and June Luplow, Martha church elected the following offiStroop, Eleanor Nevemel and cers: President. Mabel Lugten;
Shirley Van Der Werf.
vice president,Sophia Tanis; secMiss Joan Lugers was the lead- retary, Clarice Brink; treasurer,
er at the Senior Christian Endea- Florence Brower.

Matt

This will be a wonderful Thanksgiving
if yon take advantage of these unusually low prices and order
your Meats at once.

&

Fresh Dressed Poulfrj, Turkeys, Ducks, Gcere
and chickens. Come in and lake your pick.

norant.

Pint practicalphonograph shown by Edison,

21—

Buehler Bros.. Inc.
Specials for Tuesday

ABC.

wf«««CK !•— Lincolndeliver* famous
{jflftIA*- Geujrtburc address. S63
20—

More than 50 members and Minnie Sargeant and Ray Lake,
friends were present at the/eard and Mrs. Mary Veldhe4»r and Billy
Bittner,Esther Mae Buursma and
party sponsored by the Eagle, auxBen Menman won first, and Mr*.
iliary Friday evening. First' and Estelle Brown and Billy De Witt
second prize* were won by Mrs. won second prises in bunco.

You

will find thia bank equipped

and organizedfor prompt, accurate, genuinely satisfying service.

„

what one member aaya:
Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 29, 1934.
C. G. Watterson, Treasurer, State Mutual Fire Ins. CoDear Sir:— We wish to acknowledge the check for loss of

^ ^

is

our horse struck by lightning,umier policy No. 50896,
aim) the check for our loss by fire, under policy No.
56896, which was caused by the machine we think.
We were very well satisfied with the adjustment you
made of our loss and the promptnessof the checks we
received. We hope never to htve another fire, but
you may rest assured, we shall carry all of our farm
property insurance with your Company.
Yours,
John J. and Mamie Simp-ion.
If you are interestedin insuring your farm property with a
Company which assures you of hopeet adjustment and prompt
settlement of losses, together with liberal eeterage at reasonable coat, see one of the foUowinjr reprantatlvs:

truly.

a

Bnun Witteveen, Holland, R.

M

F.

D. No. 6

tHEHO-

=

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL WET hWASH— Very

We

ine Brat, Miss Katherine Hulst
Have Sand
and John Berkhof.
o
-By ALBERT STOLL, JR.
(Detroit Newe)
Miss Tens Vander Wal, whose
A regular meeting of the Help- marriage will take place in the
Mr*. Roy C. Beardsleo of DoWhen a large coal company of
wagiac, Michigan, arrived in the ing Hand Sunday school class of near future, was honored with a
cHy Sunday for a few weeks’ visit Bethel Reformed church was held shower given at the Vander Wal Detroitwas recently given permission by the State Conaervation
with her parents, Mr. and Mr*. Thursday evening at the home of home Thursday evening. A proCommissionto take sand from the
Mrs.
Jack
Essenburg.
Among
gram
of
games
was
enjoyed.
ReBen Mulder, 79 West Fifteenth
other business, plans were made freshments were also on the pro- bottom of Saginaw Bay at the rate
-- . ; h
of five cents a cubic yard, it gave
for a Christmas party for Decem- gram. Guests w«i? Mrs. Irvin
ber 19. Members present included Pommerening,Mrs. Will:am F.skw. rise to the question of why any
the Misses Sue Clerritsen, Janet Miss Gladys Eskes. Mrs. L. La company should pay for sand when
and Henrietta Huizenga, Jean Huis, Miss Mary Vander Wal. the lake bottoms arc filled with it
and it is !>eing constantly removed
Hole, Dorothy Pomp, Miss Schui- Miss Reka Vander Wal, Miss Gerfrom ship channels at a great exteman, Wilma Vander Wilk, Rhoda trude Ter Meere, Mrs. P. F. Kooppense. And the further question,
Johnson,Myrtle and Alma Kuy* man, Mrs. Floyd Koopman. Mrs. what commercial use has this
sera, Mrs. Essenburg and Mrs. B. John Van Putten, Mrs. George
sand?
A
ITRraNiOlUf Cook, teacher.
Eilander.Mrs. Sam Dykstra, Mrs.
It is not generally known that
iia«
Albert Daining, Mrs. John Dain- the State owns all of the bottom
'
•w»v fo*
Cash
Miss Deborah H. Veneklasen, :ng, Miss Norma IaHius, Miss Lor- of the Great Lakes from the
Frlea
Miss Dorthy Van Ottcrloo, Miss raine LaHuis. Miss Tena Vander water’s edge out, and sand and
htUolhthnpbt mi
Evelyn Den Uyl, Miss Jeanette Wal and Dick Ver Hage, all of gravel can not be taken without
fiitlntitatrm
Coster and Mrs. Mary Hayes; Miss Holland, and Mrs. Kryn De Bly lease from the State and in many
Dorothy Matchinsky,Miss Mar- and Miss Anna Vander Wal from instances without the approval of
jorie Matchinsky, Miss Marian Grand Rapids and Mrs. Herman the abutting property owners. The
Lambers,Miss Gertrude Hulsebos. Albers from Michigan City, In- revenue accruing to the State from
the sale of this material exceeds
Miss Clara Witteveen, members of diana.
$25,000 annually on the basis of!
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SNAPSHOT CUIL

mom

•treet.

’

SNAPSHOOTING CHRISTMAS

.

CHURCH

Only 4 cents per pound. Oneday aervice.MODEL LAUNDRY. Phone 3625.

West Tenth Street
Dr. T. G. R. Brownlow,Minister.
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship.
11:30 a. m.—Bible school, Mr.
H. K. Goodwin, superintendent
6:30 p. m.— Epworth League.
7:30 p. m.— Evangelistic adv-

PHONE

2120

ice.

Every Wednesday at »:30 p. m.
prayer meeting and Bible study in
the parlors of the church nouse.

HOLLAND
FURNACE

Bring your Bibles.
'

O'-

-------

---

-

-

INSURANCE

METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH (Saugatuck)
Sunday, 12:15

WA.
*77

FOR

ANY KIND*

p. m.— Preaching

service.
11:00 «.

m.—Bible school, Mai tin
Bennett, superintendent.
Prayer and Bible study Thursday,
7:30 p. m.

......

J//'/ V
insurance
REAL estate

j

1

j

t Her* i* on* of tb* most
oatatanding value* ever
offered. You get a fall
aised 22* heating plant,
with high grad* extra
heavy caatinga built and

the Sitsn club, were entertainedat
the home of Miss Necia De Groot,
378 West Twen’feth street, recently. Plans for a Christmas
party were discussed at the meeting during the business session,
following which those present

Myra Jane Lemmen, daughter

five cents a cubic yard for sand
and 16 cents for gravel.

of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Lemmen,

The sand has many commercial

celebrated her tenth birthday
Thursday and in honor of the occasion her mother inviteda group
sewed numerous articles, and en- of young friends to the home at
poyed a short musical program.
158 East Sixteenth street. First
nr ires in the competitive games
Seventy -eight members attended went to Marjorie Coster and Vera

guaranteed by the world’s
largestinstallerof Warm
Air Furnaces. Complete
installationof the Warm
Friend by factory trainad
men assures satisfactory
performance.

the regular meeting of the Ladies’
'Mellow,consolationnrizes going to
Holland'sAir-U-Well
Aid society of the Find MethodPOWRRJPAN installed
ist Episcopal church on Thursday Elora Ruth Wittigen and Thelma
in any make of furnaca
afternoon. The program featured Be ntema. The rooms were atSPEEDS UP the flow of
the Thanksgivingtheme, and was,, tractively decorated, as was the
warm air to every room. A
in charge of Mrs. John Bekkens' table, seasonal trimmings being
Holland Man will call with*
used. A large birthday cake topcircle.
out obligationany time.
ped by ten candles, made an apHolland Ghana and Kapaira
All Makaa ofFamaeaa
propriate table centerpiece.Guests
Miss Matilda Veltman was hostpresent were Vera Zietlow, BeaCO. ess to members of the Teachers’ trice Meulenbelt, Elora Ruth WiU
ANDREW KLOMPARENS club of Christian schools. Thirty- tigen, Harriet and Florence Popfive faculty members and theif pema, Thelma and Dorothy BeinBranch Manager
Phone
129 East 8th St. wives were present.The commit- tema, FlorenceTrevan, Marjorie
tee included Miss Sue Jacobusse, Coster, Norene Brouwer and Ivan
RKUmaUTHM MAKE! WARM rtlEMS Miss Ada Van Zee, Miss Cather- Hugh Lemmen.

HOLLAND FURNACE

3845

Wonders

as blast furnace material.
The gravel finds its greatest use
in the making of concrete for all
purposes, but there is an unusual
grade of greenstone gravel found
off Isle Royale that is shipped
abroad, principally to Germany, for
use in mosaic work.
When the building trades were
booming the State’s revenue from
this source often ran over $100,000
a year, hut the depression cut this
down.

li

Thl* will b* another pbotoflood pic
know it, chance* (or rare ahota have tura If there are no people lu the
come Hint gone- gone aonie of them, picture, you can close down the aper
nevei to return, next year or ever. ture of your lens and give a longei
Koi bablet u’lll grow up and friends exposure than usual — half a minute
or *u, depending on the ainouul ol
n'lll move away
So plan uow toi a few good Shota the light and It* distance from the
hia ChriHimut,ahota that will mean, center of the picture
Then, of course, a picture of ih«
'iieacupably,Christina*IV34
To do the Job up brown, you’ll beautiful confusionof present-open
probably need to call all ol your ing time Don't lei the tidy house
iuapshootlng taleni Into play For keeper deter you from getting Hr*
scene as li actually Is The more
The season for taking frogs in there'll be Intel lor a a* well a* out littered, the better
the inland waters of the state tool abut*, daytime and nighttime If there are children, get a snap
closes Wednesday, October 31, ac- plcturea. clo*e-up* and long ahota
ol each surrounded with hia gift*
cording to the Departmentof ConFoi example.
servation.
• Holly wreaths ai the dooi ana in And there* no reason why every
othei member of the family
, he windows Shoot them from the
shouldn'thave the same treatment
outside si night, with light* arIf Slater ha* a new wrist watch, set
Terrible or. Ground
, anged to bring out then full tm
to it thut It ahow* very plainly
jortance A time-exposurefrom the
The large amount of marsh and
If yours Is a neighborhood where
lutalde, shooting in through the win
fence row cover burned in Michigan
the folks make much of outside det
Jow
at
the
lighted
room,
will
glveyou
during the winter months and
orations, with lllumlnniedtree* anil
spring nesting season has undoubt- a tine silhouette of the wreath In the
edW resulted in the loss of many window Ask one of the youngsters such, you'll find that tlme-exposuret
of a minute or so will give you excel
upland game birds and animals.
, to aland very still al the window durThis is the opinion voiced by Dr. ing the exposure, that will add the lent pictures of the various lawn dls
plays Here, us in practically all
P. F\ English, cover specialist of
net easary "human interest.’’
the Game Division,Departmentof
shots, a tripod will come In very
Trimming
the tree This will probConservation."It is apparent from
handily.
the acreage burned that many ably be a long shot, taken from far And If carol singer* come youi
enough
away
to
show
the
whole
tree
landowners do not realize how damway. get a shot of them bually carol
aging fire is to small game," and the busy decorators. In all likeling away. A photoflashtype lamp
English says.
lihood. a photoflash-type
bulb will
“When fields and fence rows are he your beat reliance for thl* one. In a hand-batteryholder, will make
this shot easy.
burned during the nesting season,
Hanging the stockings at the manNo— you needn’tapend the wholt
April, May, June and July, the
tel. A pholoflaah or photoflood type
nests and young of quail, pheastime with camera In hand But a few,
lamp in the fireplace (the Are Itself,
well-chosen snaps will be very much
we hope, being out) will Illumine the
worth the few minutes they require
figures of children as they hang up
Far better to apend those few min
their hopeful atocklnga. Be sure that
utes than lose the fleeting, unhue
the direct rays of the light do not
opportunitiesaltogether. Right?
strike your camera’s lens.
JOHN VAN GUILDER
A close-upof the plied up gifts.

PICTURES

Helens Ull tin

(Kory. Th*

vtidc* an abort, condw.
•mi rndnatiac.H«« an a
|n> subject* covtnd:

ups, for that matter— attack them

ing of molding cores and glass and

and Invention

r OVER 400^

uses, depending on its composition.
The low grades are used for filling Two typical Christmas theta. A* the lift, Biq Broth*» atarta ofl to try hia
purposes, while the better grades
new akatea Right, th* youngaUr* are all set to grab Santa
find a demand for road building,
concrete structuralwork, the mak•HE only nimble with mu king pit- helore the children—or the grown

of Science

thai the day |uc* *<» fast Before we

I

irssgaftffg
—Aviation—
Biiidini—
Bo*

ScientificDiscoveries-the
,
peering Feata-the progress made in
tkm —Radio-Electridty— Chemistry--

t

Purnitur*— Hunting,FUhIng— Ideas LoMtke Money In
Snare Time— Jl*uw Work—
Mrtal Working— ModelMakfar- Motion Plctuna-Rad»
-Toy*— Wood Turning.
’'TrittM Sa

FOODS SALE!
C.

THOWAS STORES
assortment

o

f

present an

Thanksgivthe

ing foods that wllll please

most particular food shopper.

1C.TH0MAS STORES

prompt and
courteous service, large and
attractive displays — genuine
savings-all o make your food

Fresh, crisp stocks,

shopping

a pleasure.

—

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE.

Something for Ereryooot

Yam Cam

UmJantamdir

department*an devoted to t
craftsmanand practical bOMHn. T
enthusiast has a largesectiontilled with

Special

HE

and

helpful information on construction a
tenanceof both transmitting
sets. For the housewife, there art aeon*

At AU Newsstand* 38e

aTMT

«r *7 aatoalrtlM tuo
Stop at row favorite nwwsatawd mod
look over the current Isauo. If your
newsdealer Is soldi out, order dlroou

JELLO

Package

can

1

Pasteurized

15c
Pitted

MINCEMEAT ‘Old Time’
PUMPKIN no. 2V2

9c

Dromedary Dates

FRUITS FOR SALAD no.

9 oz. pkg. 9c

can

Pkg. iac

Unpitted

13C

9c
Pimentos

COFFEE

Mission Inn

'

Delicious Fire Roasted
7 oz. can

lb.

No.

PINEAPPLE

can-

1

Sliced or

Maraschino

crushed

can

No. 2
2Vj

Halves

can

Sliced or

Vacuum Packed

1',C

A.

1

Nobility Brand Golden

Bantam No

2

can

5 oz.

jar

**/C

CHERRIES Red Sour pitted no. 2 can 10c
PEAS Very Small Sweetand Tender No. 2 Can

CORN

_

Red

Cherries

Broken Slice Pineapple 1 i*

PUNCH BOWL
MLacle Brand
PEACHES
• ' No.

14c

12c

Ripe Olives
Super Quality
65 olives per can

STUFFED OLIVES
Pimiento Manzanillas
7 oz. Jar

20€

BROWN SUGAR

Pickles

CR1SC0 Shortening 1

lb.

Firm and delicious^
Quart

ib.

can

Jar •

21c
Extra

SALAD DRESSING Tri-point qt. 25c

SALAD MUSTARD

C0C0ANUT

32

jar

oz.

finest thread 1

lb.

SWANSD0WN CAKE FLOUR
CURRANTS

cleaned

can

15c
20c

m

Preserves
good 16 oz. « Oj*

‘Dutch Maid’

jar

Asparagus Tips
Large White
Miracle

canAgB^

Brand

pkg. 28c

stemed

Pure Extracts
14c
Jennings Vanilla Lemon
10 oz. bottle

Pure

Rendered 2

12c

lbs.

M

lb.

Finest Selection of Seasonal

and

to your range boiler

in shell

•

ye?

&

Builds His

ATTENTION—Stock

per cent interest, legal costs, Atowners. Free torneys’ fees and also any taxes
and insurance that said Mortgagee
does pay on or prior to the date
of said sale; which said premises
are described in said Mortgage as

Hit

2lc

follows, to-wit:

WANTED
LOUIS PADNOS
Wants to Bay all Kinds of Scrap
Material, Old Iron, Radiators.Old
Batteries aad other junk. Best
market price; also feed and sugar

St.

Holland

Phone 2905

DR. SAMSON’S OFFICE
On Bast Eighth

Street.

We have the latest and newest
styles in glasses at prices below
Having my

>

down

HOW EVERY
BORROWER

Coaatry Club Addition

•

under our

service given on dead or disabled

English Walnuts

r-y

HYDRO-STAK

Michigan Gas

190 East Eighth

.

add

The Automatic

$1.00

I

Diamond
Brand

MISSION

paper.

Chocolate

Vegetables

to

-

Premium

y2 lb. Bar

Fruits

your budget

27 West Seventh St. (Upstairs)
2:00 p. m.— Sunday school.
GOVERNMENT WORK
This
3:00 p. m.— Preaching.
Marsh
fires should not be started
state, Washington; mtu-women.
0:30 p. m.— Children s service.
For free particular*about qualify7:30 p. m.— Evangelisticservice.
ing write CIVIL SERVICE NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE 7:30 p. m. Tuesday evening—
TRAINING BUREAU, INC’., Box
Cottage prayer meeting.
Default having been made in the
7:30 p. m. Thursday— Preaching.
Z, this
Itp
conditionsof a certain Mortgage
Everyone welcome.
Wanted— For needy, food, cloth- made by Meindert Minnema and
ing and furniture.Mrs. A. E. San- Hattie Minnema, his wife, to HolNeither will you notice the
ford, Householdof Faith Mission, land City State Bank of Holland, notice of mortgage sale
27 W. Fourth street, Phone 3782.
Michigan,
Michigan Banking
Corporation,dated the 31st day of
Default having been made in the cost of operation
HAMILTON READERS.
March, 1926, and recorded in the conditionsof a certain Mortgage
ATTENTION! ! !
office of the Register of Deeds made by Adrian DeGroot and BerLOST— In the vicinity east of for the County of Ottawa and State tha DeGroot, his wife, to Holland
Hamilton a female hound; al- of Michigan, on the first day of City State Bank, of Holland, Michmost white with few light tan April, 1926, in Liber 147 of Mort- igan, a MichiganBanking Corpormarkings; answers to name of gages, on page 130, on which Mort- ation, dated the first day of Au"Bum.” Dog has owner's name gage there is claimed to be due gust, 1925, and recorded in the You can now enjoy fully automatic
and address on collar. Call or write at the date of this notice, for prinhot water service lor only
office of the Register of Deeds lor
GERRIT LEMMEN, rural route 3. cipal and interest, the sum of Thir- the County of Ottawa and State
Holland. Reward.
teen Hundred Ninety -eight and of Michigan, on the fifth day of
| PUBLIC
AUCTION OF HORSES 63-100 Dollars, and the furthersum August, 1925, in Liber 135 of
— A carload of mixed horses will of Thirty-five Dollars as Attor- Mortgages, on page 571 on which
be sold Saturday, December 1, neys’ fees, and the further sum of Mortgage there is claimed to be
and $1.00 per month during trial
1934, on farm opposite Welcome three and .04-10 Dollars for insur- due at the date of this notice, for
ance
paid,
making
the
whole
principal
and
interest,
the
sum
of
j Inn
on M-40, between Hamilton
period
and Holland, at 1 p. m. sharp. AL- amount claimed to be due at the Two Thousand and Seventy-three
BERT SLUITER, Prop.
date of this notice, to-wit, the sum dollars and for insurance paid six
2t|>49 of FourteenHundred One and 67- Dollars,and the further sum of
100 Dollars,to which amount will Thirty-Five Dollars,as Attorneys'
NOTICE!
be added at the time of sale al! fees, making the whole amount
taxes and insurance that may be claimed to be due at the date of
[POULTRY FEEDERS! Iodized paid by the said Mortgagee be- this notice, to-wit, the sum of Two
tween the date of this notice and Thousand one hundred and fourpoultry mash means lighter pro- the time of said sale; and no pro- teen Dollars, to which .amount will
Iductionon less feed, better quality ceedings at law having been in- be added at the time of sale all
eggs and healthier birds. This year stituted to recover the debt now re- taxes and insurance that may be
feed Rowena Laying Mash. VALmaining secured by said Mortgage, paid by the said Mortgagee beLEY CITY MILLING CO.. 171 or
any jmrt thereof,whereby the tween the date of this notice and
East Seventh street, phone 2132.
power
of sale contained in said the time of said sale; and no pro3tc49
Mortgage has become operative; ceedings at law having been instiNow Therefore, Notice is Hereby tuted to recover the debt now re| FOR
SALE — Table lamn and OlGiven,- that by virtue of the power maining secured by said Mortgage,
iver.. Typewriter.514.. Central
of sale contained in said Mortgage or any part thereof, whereby the
! Avenue.
and in pursuance of the statute in power of sale contained in said
such case made and provided, the Mortgagehas become operative;
| WANTED — Girl for general housesaid Mortgage will be foreclosed Now Therefore, Notice is Herework. Apply Mrs. J. E. Telling,
by a sale of the premises therein by Given that by virtue of the
Park Road, Route 1.
described or so much thereof as power of sale contained in said
be necessary, at public auc- Mortgage and in pursuance of The
I WANTED TO
RENT my farm to may
tion, to the highest bidder, at The statutein such case made and prosomeone with own animals and
North Front Door of the Court vided, the said Mortgage will be
[ tools. Call Saturday afternoon.
160 acres. MARTHA E. FROST, House in the City of Grand Haven, foreclosedby a sale of the premand County of Ottawa, Michigan, ises therein described or so much
Route 2, West Olive.
p4t that being the place for holding the thereof as may be necessary, at
Circuit
III lAAiri
Court III
in OIIU
and tui
for naiu
said V/VMSSCoun- public auction,to the highest bidThe proper business of a bank is to make
WE WOULD BE GLAD to hear ty, onn Monday the 18th day of Feb- der, at the north front door of the
temporaryloans for safe commercial purfrom anyone having old clothing, ruary.mipi
/, 1935, at 10 o’clock in the court house in the City of Grand
I used furniture or any
thing that forenoon of said day, and said Haven, and County of Ottawa,
poses. It is not sound banking to permit
would be suitable to help the needy. premises will be sold to pay the Michigan, that being the place for
any one firm or individual to use the bank's
HOUSEHOLD
FAITH MIS- amount so as aforesaid then due holding the Circuit Court in and
SION, 27 W. 7th St., or phone 3782. on said Mortgage togetherwith six for said County, on Monday, the
funds for long periods.

Can 11C

Baker’s

won't strain

HOUSEHOLD OF FAITH

burned-out nest.
"Baby rabbits, pheasant and
quail chicks have little chance to
save their lives in a raging grass

|

Cocoa

lb.

It

Adr

Own

Credit

OF

Baker’s Breakfast

BROWN SUGAR pure cane
POWDERED SUGAR 3 lbs.

BapAR.

Electric Co.

Pure Cane

Dill

Ontario.Bt

GUARANTEED GAS BILL

IOC

Fancy Dole Pineheart

K.

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

a

FIGS White Californias 8 oz. pkg. 10c
Good Quality

POPULAR
XM

ants and rabbits are destroyed. any time of the year, English deSometimes when fire has denuded clares. They destroy cover not
a field of its protectivecover, a only for ducks, but for pheasants
pheasantwill return and try to and other ground-nesting birds.
incubate the ‘cooked’ eggs in the

Bulk

Dates

llavors

,

d

;

32 West 8th Street

New Improved

.

Physic*
Photography,etc.? These and
many other fascinatingsubject* are brought
to you each month through the pages of

Game

'oluMlsqiVinq

Ai

office

The South One-Third (S 1-3)
of Lots One Hundred Eleven
(111) and One Hundred Twelve
(112) of Steketee Brothers
Addition to the City of Holland, all according to the Recorded Plat thereof on record
in the office of the Register
of Deeds for Ottawa County,
Michigan. Said premises being locatedin the City of Holland, County of Ottawa and
and State of Michigan.
Dated November 27, 1934.

i

)

.

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK,
Holland, Mich., Mortgagee.

p,

18th day of

February, 1935, at
10:30 o’clock in the forenoonof
said day, and said premises will
be sold to pay the amount so as
aforesaid then due on said Mortgage together with six per cent interest, legal costa, Attorneys' fees
and also any taxes and. insurance
that said Mortgagee does pay on
or prior to the date of said sale;
which said premises are described
in said Mortgage as follows, towit:

Lot numbered thirty-one
(31) of Wabeke’s Addition to
the City of Holland, according
to the recorded plat thereof
on record in the office of the
Register of Deeds for Ottawa
County, Michigan.
* Dated November 27, 1934. .

on the principal you are strengthening
your own credit. On the other hand, il
you renew your notes over and over again,

you weaken your credit You
reliable borrower

who regularlymeets

credit at your bai

most valuable assets. Keep
untarnished.

Holland, Mich., Mortgagee.

his

obligations, or as a person who cannot be

Your

,

classify

yourself by your own actions, either as a

dependedupon.

D CITY STATE BANK,
PARSONS,

Therefore,when you repay a loan
promptly at maturity,or make a payment

HOLLAND CITY STA
Fe

I

i

_

J

__
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles zones of the lower peninsula. dux, Jane Bazan, Kate Wydgraaf
Lilith Brouwer,daughter of Mr.
Activities for funds for the
Allen, 119 West Thirteenth street, Under the zone system raccoon and Wilma Lamb.
and Mrs. Edward Brouwer, cele- Community hospitalare being held
on Nov. 13— a son— Gerald Lee.
may be taken by trappers in the A surprise miscellaneousshower
BOB
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Vias- lower peninsula as late as Decern complimentingMiss Esther Kouw brated her fourteenth birthday on with many benefit entertainFriday and in observance of the ments in each community of SauBorn to Mr. and Mrs. H. C. cher, 674 Washington blvd., on ber 15 and badger as late as Jan was given recently by the Misses
occasion Mrs. Brouwer invited sev- gatuck and Douglas. The donauary 81.
Hanna of Cleveland,Ohio, on Nov. Nov. 15 — a son— Carl.'1 Jr.
Helene Streur and Lois De Koster.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Secretaryof State Clarke W. Competitivegames were played, eral young friend* to the home. tions are in charge of Mrs. Peter
IB— an eight-pound son— Howard
to get Thanksgiving
William. Mrs. Hanna was former- Range, of R. R. 4, at Holland hos- Brown placed the 1935 license prizes being won by Miss Kouw, Guests present were Julia Dorn Broe of Ganges, Mrs. Harold Vanbos, Fanna Tripp, Helen Mon- Syckel of Douglas and Mrs.
ly Miss Theodora Schumacher of pital— Bally Anne.
plates on sale Saturday, Nov. 17, Miss Eunice Robbert, Miss Esther
this dtjr.
The last day of November closes for both new and old automobiles. Bujtman and Miss Alma Schaap. sma, Elsie Bontekoe, Jessie Gerd- Frank C. Wicks of Saugatuck.
Bora to Mr. and Mre. Alexander the legal deer hunting season and While the law provides that plates Dainty refreshments were served ing, Anna Ruth Brouwer,Lavina
Delicious,tempting fruit and nut cakee.
Rogers, 195 West Tenth street, on most of our local hunters are al- be availablefor new cars on Dec. by the hostesses. Guests present Van Zanteh and Doris Venhuizen.
BORCULO
Miss
Dornboe
and
Miss
Tripp
were
Nov. a son— Paul Frederic.
Try
one for dinner tonight. A comready back home or on the way.
1, the secretaryis given discretionwere the Misses Eunice Robbert,
winners in the competitive games
Born to Mr. and Mrs.
_____
The muskrat
trapping season and the date was advanced in order Helen Cook, Gertrude Van Zanten,
plrtelyFRESH STOCK. Hurry - thie
John H. Gebben, 74, died early
and awarded prizes.
Westerhof, 68 West First street, closes Nov. 30 in the upper penin- to stimulate the sale of new cars. Alma Schaap, Marjorie Galbraith,
Sunday morning at his home one
price effective as long as our stock lastson Nov. 12— a daughter— Carolyn sula, but continues to Dec. 15 and In past years departmentrecords Juliana Zoet, Esther Bultman, Beth
Miss Anne O’Connor was hon- mile north of Borcjlo following a
Marie.
31, inclusive,in the respective show that automobile sales declin- Michmerhuizen,Dorothy, Gladys ored with a miscellaneous shower short illness. Survivingare the
You’ll want to share in this
ed during November because pur- and Ruth Kouw, Mrs. Don Hamlin on Friday afternoon at the home
widow,
three
sons,
John
and
Bert
outstanding
effer.
chasers wished to delay until the and the hostesses.
of Mrs. Henry O’Connor, Mrs. IrEdna Plagenhoef, Oliver Lam- vin O’Connor assisting the host- of Borculo and Henry of Grand
next year’s plates were available.
Rapids and a daughter, Mrs. Dick
pen, John Weller, Mary Jane VauOnly
John Vos has moved from the pell, Robert Wishmeier, Craig ess. Gue«ts included Mrs. Neil Goodyke,of Crookaton, Minn. FuWestenbroekhouse on West Main Trueblood, Alice Munro, Roberta Sandy and daughter, Eleanor; neral services will take place on
street to Holland the past week.— Osborn. Marjorie Knoll, Jean Mrs. Blanche fcfande Vusse and
Wednesday afternoon at 1:30
Zeeland Record.
Spaulding,Mildred Strabbing,Mar- daughter, Margaret; Mrs. Frank o’clock at the home and at 2
Van
Dyke,
Mrs.
John
Meyer,
Mrs.
It seems that Mrs. Clara Decker garet Roggen, Willard De Groot,
o’clock at Borculo Christian Re2 lb. box $1.00 lib. box
i/2lb.25c
captured a “winning five’’ at the Edmund Pendleton,Charles Laitsch John Serier, Mrs. John Oudman, formed church, R4v. A. De Vriea
regular meeting of the Beechwood and Henrietta Bredeway are mem- Mrs. Poter Hieftje, Mrs. Peter Kra- officiating. Intermentwill be in
Boosterettes recently. The team bers of a group recentlyorganized mer, Mrs. Joseph Hume, Mrs. Al- Borculo cemetery.
Holland City
$1 a Year
won five games of volleyball at the under the leadership of Superin- va, i Arnold, Mrs. Wood. Mrs.
1 lb. Boxed 55c
meet. The games were preceded tendent Fell under the name, “The Henry Cramer, Mrs. Cora Wilson,
by a businesssession at which Mrs. Band of the Blue Flower.” Only Mrs. Poter Kline and daughters,
Paul Wojohn, president,presided. senior students having the highest Beatrice and Betty, Mrs. Irvin
Refreshments were served to those grades are eligible for membership.O’Connor and Mrs. Henry O’Conpresent, numbering 56, by Miss
The annual meeting of officers nor.
13th and
Two
54 Eighth
Nellie Den Herder and Mesdames and Sunday school teachersof
Miss Johanna Balder, a bride-to1 Anna Vander Yacht, Carrie KarBethel Reformed church was held
at the church last Wednesday. be, was guest of honor at a miscelOfficers for the ensuing year were laneous shower given Friday eveelected as follows: G. A. Bax, sup- ning by Mrs. John H. Overbeek. In
erintendent;A. Grevengoed, junior the games played, prizes were
superintendent; H. Mooi, assistant awarded to the Misses Delia Veldsuperintendent;W. Walters, secre- hof, Joan Roelofs and Gertrude
tary; S. Havinga, assistantsecre- J. Veldhof. Guests at the shower
tary; J. Wiggers, treasurer; R. were the Misses Fannie, Julia and
Sprick, assistant treasurer; Mrs. Gladys Bultman. Sena and Johanna
H. C. Cook, cradle roll superin- Roelofs,Johanna and Katherine
tendent; Mrs. Ed Cook, assistant G rote, Johanna Brinks, Gertrude
cradle roll superintendent.
4BoAch, Frances and Bertha HaverDecorate your Thanksgivingtable with flowers and add a cheerful touch to a
Mr. and Mrs. William Stienfort dmk, Joan Roelofs,Julia and Joseof Denver, Colo., are visiting relaphine Zoerhof, Gertrude H. Veldhappy occasion. Mums are ideal for the large table, and Ebelink’s carries a
tives and friends in the city for a
hof, Rosela Deters, Gertrude Elweek.
They
arrived
here
Saturday
Urge selection of flowers for all occasions.
shuis, Jennie, Gertrude, Anna and
and expect to return to Denver on
Delia Veldhof, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Friday of this week. The Stienforts
made their home at 74 East Seven- Bultman, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
teenth street, Holland, before mov- Schrotenboer, Mrs. Herman Zoerhtif. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Balder,
ing to Denver some vears ago.
Kreger MpM thiir •normou, htrlmy faufees* during the past tkrm ymn. Wt MUvt hi,
ipuctmculur.THIS YEAH - - in spfta of drought condition you will •«// ho abU to got tho
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Berle Van George and James Zoerhof, Julius
Dyke, Washington blvd. and 13th I.ugten, George Deters, Julius
tomo Arts quolity bird, - 4-POINT BLUE RIBBON TURKEYS - AT KROGER'S
Balder,Justin Bultman. James and
street, at Holland hospitalon Nov.
Jerry Overbeek and Mr. and Mrs.
20 — a daughter— Mary Lou.
Young and Fancy lb.
DllcIcS Wuig*jf°unE’ |b. 24c
John H. Overbeek.
That the general farming outlook has improved in middle westSanford Plummer, son of Mr.
ern states is the impression carried and Mrs. Louis Plummer, while
home by the Rev. Seth Vander hiding behind a corn shock in a
Tha pick of tha Michiganfarms
finest birds
Werf. domesticmission secretary field near Saugatuck, was acciof the Reformed church, who re- dentally shot by a companion.
1 lb.
lb. 18C
cently returned from a four- week The sleeve of Plummer’s gray ovspeaking tour. He states that the ercoat was mistaken for a rabbit
fanning conditions in the middle and as a result Plummer’s comwestern states, generally speaking,
panion fired at it. The bullet enseem somewhat improved. Rev. tered the muscle between the shoulMr. Vander Werf presented 36 ilder and elbow, partially paralyz-

LOCAL

_

YOUR LAST CHANCE

>

&

FRUIT CAKES

i

Bernard

________

fe IOC

Thanksgiving Candies

SUPREME

WADE’S CHOCOLATES

PECKS’ DRUG STORE

50c
JOHNSTONS OLD FASHION

News

Wade’s Drug Stores

,

Stores

Maple

2COCO

MUMS

for

Thanksgiving

POINT BLUE RIBBON

TURKEYS

!

l

ftc

G«CSC

,,,

ft

MEDIUM

ing his right arm.

The

platform of the Ottawa
County AssociationOpposed to
Local Option will be sent to each
state senator and representiveas
well as the liquor control commission, it was decided at a meeting in
Hotel Ferry in Grand Haven recently. Each of the fifty members
of the associationpresent declared
himself in favor of pursuing the
objectsof the platform to the limit. The association's platform
calls for the closing of beer and
liquor agencies not later than 12
o’clock at night and the raising of
the minimum age limit at which
minors may purdiiase ITiouor or
beer to 21 years. State Senator
Gordon Van Eenenaam and Rep.

I:

en:

THE FINEST SELECTION OF MUMS AND POMPOMS
Mums, Doz. $1.50 to

$4.00

Pompoms

.75

YEARS

IN

Dozen

Edward Brouwer were unable to

Henry Ebelink,

Florist

238 River Avenue

I

accept an invitationto attend the
association meeting because of
businessin Lansing. The next
meeting of the associationwill be
held next week in Holland.

Phone 9496

THE OPEN BIBLE CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES
WOMAN’S LITERARY CLUB
AUDITORIUM
Corner Tenth and Central Avenue
Rev. Richard A. Elve, Pastor
10:00 a. m.— Morning service.
Subject, “The Christian and Civil
Government.”
11:15 a. m.— Bible school.
4:00 p.

m.

B-fr

— Children’s hour.
— Young peoples

week meeting.

HOLLAND. MICH.

HSSiaililiMMiHlMMM

I

HOLLAND

Special for

i

Matinees Daily 2:30— Even.
Thurs„ Nov. 29

DAY

709

THANKSGIVING

16c

tt-ib.,*,.
Csllophsno wr.ppod

.........

.....

BUTTER
Pumpkin

—

Chumad

in Mkhifan
Fraah Daily

Insures freshness

Pie Spice, pkf

Anoitcd Chocolatci

.

COUNTRY CLUB

cans

9c

19c

ib.

2^

No.

FANCY

cowrav a-UB

dipp«i Tomato Juke
Creems
Candy
10c
2

French

tb.

Meahettcn

n,.

10c

25c

ibs.

Cat Rock

(Continuous Performance)

WHEELER & WOOL8EY

-

MICHIGAN MAID

Doubt.

THANKSGIVING!

Bacon

Country Chib

ARMOUR’S VERIBEST

PUMPKIN

THEATRES

Sliced

FRESH SOLID PACK AT KROGER’S

Stay Sweat wrapped

v.

tSc

n».

OYSTERS
MINCE MEAT

6:30 p. m.

meeting.
7:30 p. m.— Evening service. The
pastor’s subject will be: “Where
Are the Dead?’’ 'Why Is it that
nobody is in hell today?
Thursday evening at 7:30— Mid-

t

roast 12 /2C

EXTRA
STANDARDS

T & T

i

Sauitgt

Pork

.

avsrags

FOWL

PORK LOIN

lustratedlectures in 25 churches on
his tour through four states.

h».'

-

Dmctous

ChOColatC DfOpS *

10c

0c

1

Hard Mtxod Candy
1^.

'Jhanktyivina

p\

Kentucky Kernels

‘tefe.
—

Host ass

1 10c

Raiiin Bread

Csllophsno wrappsd

Fri. Sat., Nov. 30-Dec. 1

Raisins
2

lb*

16c

Maxwell House Coffee,

lb. -

Currants, per package

-

Baker’s Chocolate, V2-lb

larg*

can

&

10c

(mount

31c

Molasses, iy2 lb

Figs

Pursuit of Happiness

can

Mon. Tues. Wed. Dec.

y*

Citron,

9C

tin

Lemon and Orange

Peel,

Pumpkin

Mince Meat
NoneSuch

J5C

pkg -

good grade, two

Peas,

I

Pie Spice,

Monarch Gelatine

Large

Can

cans

Powder

Monarch Cake Flour

Peaches

pkg 10c

box

*

-

-

Sk&h

K-

GRETA GARBO
HERBERT MARSHALL
GEORGE BRENT

29c

Veil
GUEST NIGHT

Gilbert’s

CHOCOLATES
Soil chocolate creams, a»sor*
ted flavorr, chewy caramels,

Tues. Dec. 4. is
Attend the 9 o’clock performance
and renain as OUR GUESTS to
see Jean Harlqw and Franchot
Tone in

crunchy pieces and hard

Girl

from Miisourl

centers. Rich, delicious

8c

chocolate coatings.

25c

- - 5c
- 23c

Pioneers

1 lb

•

50c

Creams 60c
Milk Chocolates 80c
White Ribbon “ 80c

Thurs. Fri. Sat. Dec. 6-7-8
Joe Penner, Lanny Ross
Helen Mack and Jack Oakie

1 lb Delicious
1 lb
1 lb

Wolverine “ 80c
lb Panama “ $1.00

1

1 lb

Ibe College Rhythm

COLONIAL

Hard 0 Chewy “$1.00

THEATRE
Matinee daily at 2:30— Even. 7,9

W OUR FOUNTAINS

_

Fri. Sat., Nov. 30- Dec. 1

QUALITY SERVICE MARKETS

ii

Pumpkin Center Brick
Cranberry Ice 50c Qt Brick

Satisfactory -/ervice

TRY
100 Per Cent Home

BLVD.

only 39c Quart Brick

MARKET
57? College

A^

*

Owned

^honc

8t.
PEOPLE'S MARKET
C*'“bU

ZaWilMEieil.

Model Ice Cream
BETTER CREAM
El^ht/s^^Phon* 4784
CENTRAL
CROCgy

33<JlS4 E.

EAST END MARKET
Phone 4204

THAT DELICIOUS

—PARK

STEFFENS BROTHERS

PKone 3016 208 W. 1410 St.

____

^

1: Worth

50c Quart

MODEL

Pan Rolli

ib.

25c

bag

DELICIOUSSPARKLING

Club

Sudan

25c

None Such

33c

MINCE MEAT
ENGLISH

Jki.

25c

2-01.

pkg.

10c Walnut*
mixed nuts,
isc

ki.u

25c

lbs.

2

Sudan Dates

3
3

5c

CLEANSER

PURE REFINED

4

-*•.

(Plus 2c bottla dapoait)

Wyandotte
10c

can

LARD
Raisins
Sunmaid — Saadad

GINGERALE, LIME RICKEY

33c

V4-ib. pk(.
All varistiss

Spices

Club

Latonia

Country
ib. tin 31c
VACUUM PACKED COFFEE
TEA —

H*"d Rol‘*'1

Full bodlsd, flavorful

Nut

Meats

BuotSS,

ib.

25c CwflVflll CdliC
Brand

Queen Olivet
Hollywood

pint jar

Full of datas and

SUGAR

nuts

xxxx
POWDERED

—

Twinkle
Pineapple
Country Club

n..,m„10c
Gratsd

Howling Dog

SPECIAL

uick

—

MARY ASTOR

in

The Case of the

39c

ualityService Stores

Coffee

Hot Datsd

bag 21 c

WARREN WILLIAM
—

-

French

ib.

— Smooth, fragrant

Walnuts or Pacana

l

ORDER YOUR THANKSGIVING POULTRY EARLY AT INE

Coffee

Hot Datod

EATMORE NUT

Plain

1 lb

ft'.

f

3-4-5

The Painted

A Complete Line of Candy, Nuts, Dates,
Cranberries, Celery, Orange Popcorn &c

17c

OLEO
M«y Gardens

- - 9c
• - - 10c

Chocolate-Covered Cherries, lb

f

—

Salad Dressing, Shady Lawn, quart 23c

JQC

Pkg

in

Jewel

15c

Mince Meat, Gutcher’s, pkg

fk*

CHARLES RUGGLB8
JOAN BENNETT
MARY BOLAND
—

- 22c
bar - - 23c

Calumet Baking Powder,

Pumpkin

.

^M39t
omibTw

Sat, Dee. 1, la GUEST NIGHT
Attend the 9 o'clock performance
and remain as OUR GUESTS t<r

JOE

E.

BROWN

THE CIRCUS CLOWN”
Mon. Tuea. Dec.

3-4

BARBARA STANWYCK
'

fm

'

The Lost

Cranberry Sauce
'

FRESHEST FRUITS

LadyV
WAR"

- 15c

AND VEGETABLES

FANCY FLORIDA

ORANGES
Sweet and juicy — Pinaapple variety

Celery

Wed. Thura. Dee. 5-6 *
ITU RE"

DROMEDARY

Tandar,

crisp

2

Bunch*

15c

7B to SO S4a* ,,v

LaU

Howes

lb.

LOUISIANA Y/

FANCY FLORIDA
Grapefruit

Cfanberfief

5

for
>v

19c

Sweet

Potatoes 4

im.

19t

'

<

Volume Number 63
‘‘FREEWHEELING’’BAG

George Richards rigged up from a

Something's got to be done about
say the caddies at Kenwood
Golf and Country Club, at WashI ington, but what?
It is a golf bag on wheels which

He says it cost him Just 70 cents
and that while his arm gets a bit
tired pulling the “caddy*car” 18 or
36 holes, it beats a do»Uar caddy
fee every round.

Asked
New Bridge

Bids Are

cuts his caddy fees to sero.

this,

For

0

C
1

HO l

49c

Bring Your Can

Frost Shields
Prest-o-Lite
Batteries

HoDand Vulcanizing Company

Holland, Mich.

RAVEN TIRE SHOP
409 Seventh

St.

Grand Haven, Michigan

NO DELIVERIES
Thanksgiving Day
We
Day. Thus

will

mike no deliveries Thanksgiving

giving the merchants, our employees and

ourselves an opportunity to meditate
ance of the
to supply

We

Day.

will

INDIANS FOOL THE

Day

WHITE HUNTERS

of

Number 49

Ducks Are

Thanksgiving

STRUCTURE WILL BE

42

FEET

Shows Decrease

Indians on the Red Lake Reservation in Minnesota into shooting at
glass eyes nailed to trees in the belief that they ‘‘were shootingat
deer, it is reported. The Indlaoa,
who have dubbed their plan a “deer
conservationdevice," nail the glass
eyes to trees along the roadside
where they glow Tike deer
d<
eyes
under light. The accuracy of aim
of some of the poachers thus deceived is attested to by the number of the glass eyes that have
been nicked by shot.
ill

NUMBER OF OLD DUCKS AND
YOUNG ONES ENTIRELY
OUT OF PROPORTION

M. D. Van Wagoner,State Highcommissioner, explains what
kind of a bridge will be built over
Rabbit River at Hamilton.
It is the policy of this department, he said, to replace bridges on
important trunk lines that are
narrow and otherwise inadequate
with structuresof sufficient width
and strength to accommodatepresent day automobile and truck trafHOLLAND PUPILS FORM
fic as fast as financeswill permit
BAND OF BLUE FLOWER
It is also the policy to rebuild these
structuressomewhat in advance of
The Band of the Blue Flower
the permanentimprovementof the
sections of road on which they are has been organised in Holland High
located.Inasmuch as the situation school under leadershipof Supt. E.
at the Rabbit River in Hamilton E. Fell. Membership in the order
is eligible for considerationunder is selective from pupils having the
these circumstances, the depart- highest grades in the senior class.
Members are: Edna Plagenhoef,
ment has deemed it advisable to
recommend this project to the Oliver Lampen, John Weller, Mary
Bureau of Public Roads. Mr. Van Jane Vaupell, Robert Wishmeier,

way

on the

import*

however make every

effort

your needs Wednesday.

BUTTER-KRUST Products

Few

and Fall Flight

.1

*

l

(Dept, of Con u nation Press
Service)
28. A. M.— From
indications to date the fall flight of

Unsing, Nov.

ducks through Michiganthis year
is the lightest on record, says D.
H. Janzen, regionaldirectorof the

Game Management Diviaion, United
States Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.
"Our game agents have been
keepjng a close check dn hunting
conditionsin all of the important
waterfowl concentrationpoints and
their reports to date are very discouraging," Janzen says.
"Uke St. Clair alone seems to
be holding up fairly well, but even
there a decrease in the open-water
species such as the canvashacks
and redheads has been noted.
"Our only hope lies in the possibilitythat the main .flight of

Wagoner’s recommendation has Craig True blood, Alice Munroe,
been approved by the Federal Gov- Roberta Osborn, Marjorie Knoll,
ernment,also plans for the now Jean Spaulding,Mildred Strabbing,
structure as prepared by the Bridge Margaret Roggen, Willard DeDivision of this department, wd Groot, Edmund Pendleton, Charles
the road commission is now ready Laitsch and Henrietta Bredeway.

180 River Avenue
Phone 3926

\

IAAAJ

Many a straight shooting deer
at Hamilton poacher
has been fooled by the
WIDE WITH STEEL DECK;
MEANS M-4a WILL RE
PAVED.

L

Section Two

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, November 29, 1934

WORRIES CADDIES youngster’sdiscardedkiddy-car. It

A

NEWS

HOLLAJVD CITY

Section Two

waterfowl haa been delayed and
that the ducki are atill north in
the Canadian provinces.
"A check on ducks killed in a
number of hunting clubs in southeastern Michigan and northern
Ohio along Lake Erie indicates
that the numbers of old ducks and

to receive bids for the work.
The present 101 foot high truss THREE HOPE COLLEGE
bridge will be replaced by a threeSTUDENTS HONORED
span steel deck girder structure
young ducks ii entirely out of prowith provisionfor a 42-foot roadThree Hope college students,
portion.
way and two 6-foot sidewalks.The Sherwood Price of Holland, Mur"The average is running 66 per
present bridge will not pennit of ray K. Rogers of Kentucky and
cent to 80 per cent old ducks which
two-way traffic and is posted for Miss Catherine Haig of New Jerbears out our investigationcarried
limited truck loads. The nine-de- sey, have been given memberships
on last spring in the breeding
gree approach on the west side will in the College Poetry society of
grounds of Canada that the drought
be eliminatedin the new construc- America,it was announcedin the
of 1934 has been very serious.”
tion. The highway commission will November issue of "College Verse," WHY NOT GIVE THE HOTEL
JUDGE MILES DISPOSES
Gun
Tolers Did
Jansen expects to establish an
require that the new bridge be published by that society.
AWAY?
OF VARIETY OF CASES office
at East Lansing from which
completed on or before June 30,
The Poetry club is a charter
More “Tootin' " Than
1936, however, as much work as member of the society and has had
Four young men were placed on the administrativework in the en“Shootin"’the Bull three-year probations by Judge T. forcement of 'federalregulations
the weather permits will be per- four other students mentionedin
Allegan Gazette.— That was an
formed during the winter.
"College Verse." Th«*y are: John innovation in Allegan last SaturMika in circuit court Friday for federalrefuges and rodent and
(Allegan Gazelle)
It is practicallyassured that Henderson, Miss Ruth Burkett, day and Sunday— turkey dinner for
afternoon:Almon Rymer, Spring predatorcontrol will be handled for
This is the big game hunting Lake township, who pleaded guilty the states of Michigan, Ohio, IndiM-40 is to be paved. It would be Miss MargaretDregman and Prof. twenty-five cents— and it would
ridiculous to plan and let the con- Deckard Ritter, who is faculty ad- certainly be attractiveanywhere. season in Michigan and many an to grand larceny; Joe Hall of this ana and Kentucky.
structionof this expensive bridge viser.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Schelb recent- automobile has passed by carrying city who pleaded guilty to driving
unless a road as serviceable and
ly took the old City hotel property one or more of the prizes from the
away Dr. S. L. De Witt's car, and LANGEJANS-P08TMA
Oh! so necessary,were also includ- DRENTHE FARMER
and will see if during the winter northerncounties. Many are the Cornelius Wabeke, and Everett DeMARRIAGE TAKES PLACE
ed in the planning. SPEED THE
SERIOUSLY HURT they can make the place attractivetales coming from the north woods Weerdt, Zeeland, who pleaded
DAY!
to Allegan people. They started but none is any better than the one
guilty to the larceny of 25 chickThe home of Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Marinus Brandt, residing2 miles out by serving roast turkey with from our own South Side last week.
ens.
Langejans, on R. R. 8. was the
much
else
and
English
plum
pudCharley
Peek
and
Harrv
("Cap")
east
of
Drenthe,
is
suffering
from
CHALK TALK ARTISTS
The last two were also given a scene of a pretty wedding recently
serious injuries sustained in a fall ding— all for a quarter. Did the Cady, old friendsand fellow tootera
TO GIVE PROGRAM ON
folk show their appreciation
? More many years in every Allegan band jail sentence of 60 days each and when their daughter, Gertrude,waa
THANKSGIVING NIGHT on his farm Tuesday morning.
The accidentoccurred when Mr. than 175 persons were fed at noon and orchestra,went into partner- u fine of $60, and costs of $10. wed to Arthur Postma, son of Mr.
A Gospel chalk talk is to he giv- Brandt was ascending the ladder Saturday and about eighty-five for ship last spring when they bought Judge Miles stipulatedthat they and Mrs. W. Postma of East Sauen in the auditorium of the Six- on his silo. As he reached the the evening meal. Sunday like a bull calf for $2. With free pas- write letters to him every two gatuck, in the presence of immeteenth Street Christian church on nineteenth step the ladder gave patronagecontinued all day and ture all summer this looked good weeks; make reports to the proba- diate relatives ami friends.Rev. H.
to said tootera. Did that bull calf tion officer, Jack Spangler; get to Blystra, pastor of the Graaf schap
the evening of ThanksgivingDay, way and he plunged nineteen feet the Shelbs were much pleased.
grow! "Cap" really was in charge work, and keep away from beer Christian Reformed church, perat which time Mr. and Mrs. Rob- down the chute to the ground. He
and after conferring with Charley gardens, smoking and girls. He formed the ceremony.
ert Van Kampen of Chicago will was probably rendered unconscious
SPECIAL CLASSES GIVEN AT decided last week it was time to brought up the seriousnessof the The bride was gowned in a blue
tell the Gospel story in song and because he was not discoveredunZEELAND HIGH SCHOOL
bring the property up out of the offense, saying that he had sen- triple sheer crepe, ankle length.
chalk drawings.Several programs til some time later when, in a dazPc
pasture and get him acquainted tenced respondents of the kind to Her attendant, Miss Julia Postma.
of this type have been given in ed condition,he had managed to
Holland on former occasions and crawl twenty feet toward the bam
Classes in beginners sewing and with his finish which the owners prison terms, but he was willing was also dressed In blue.
the programs have always proved door where Mrs. Brandt found him cooking will start every Monday supposed could be handled with to give them a trial on probation. Langejans, a brother of the' bride,
well worthwhile.
exhaustedwhen she went to ask evening at 7 o’clock at the Zeeland ease at any time. "Cap" got a ro
Joe Hall was made to pay the attended Mr. Postma.
A two-course luncheon was servThe pictures are drawn with him about some other matters.
High school, for young women, on the pet just about the time tl damages of $200 to the DeWlU
varicoloredchalk as the audience
A doctor and neighborswere with Miss Kathryn Roonstra in- pet realizedthere were evil inten- car. He and Rymer were made to ed the guests immediatelyafter
looks on, the organ softly playing called, who brought him to the structor.
tions on the part of his owners. pay probation costs, write semi- the ceremony.
in the meanwhile.
house, where it was found that he
On Wednesdays and Fridays The bull (and he had grown to be monthly letters to the judge, and Those present at the wedding
were: Mr. and Mrs. John LangeMr. and Mrs. Van Kampen come had sustainedseveral fractured cooking classes will be given from a real one), took "Cap" for a fast
contact the probation officerregwell recommended and will no ribs and a lung injury.
jans and family,Mr. and Mrs. Tony
7 to 8 p. m. and sewing classes bath right into and through Kala- ularly.
doubt give an excellentpresentaDykema and family, Mr. and Mrs.
mazoo river. The next day the
from 8 to 10 p. m.
tion. The program,which begins ZEELAND LEGION AND H. S.
Lip reading classes are given owners in closed session decided NEW ARRIVALS TO THE (TTY James Langejansand family. Miss
at 7:45, is sponsored by the local
Henrietta De Weerd,' Edward LanBANDS PLAN CONCERT
every Monday, Wednesday and Fri- that "A-huntingwe will go" and
Monica society. A silver offering
gejans, Mn. Gerald Mannes, Rev.
day beginning at 7:30 p. m. Miss they notifieda few close friends.
will be taken up.
The people of Zeeland will be Sylvia Huxtable is the instructor. "Good-bye, Bull Calf" was the The following folks from out- and Mra. Blystra,Mr. and Mrs. H.
o
* * •
given an opportunityto enjoy
dirge sung by the party as they of-town have moved to Holland; J. Languis and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Joan Fleming, Detroit, Mra. William Postma, Miss Ann
something a bit different in a
Clams Are Getting
The annual night school for tramped into the pasture. Cap had
musical program this season. The fanners will begin December 3 and the rifle and Charley had the old Michigan, 176 West Nineteenth Easenburgh, Miss Julia Postma,
More clammers operated on the American Legion band and the will be free to boys 14 to 25 years family Monterey mauser filled with street;C. B. Heller,editor of The Gilbert Postma, Kenneth LangeEvening Sentinel), Sandusky, jans, Steven Langejans and Alfred
Michigan streams during 1934 than Zeeland High school band are plan- of age. The classes will be con buckshot. All parties to the cause,
in any other season on record, ex- ning two joint concerts.These two ducted in the agriculturalroom of as they sav in court, expected a Ohio, 24 West Eighth street; L Langejans.
cept that of 1930, according to the bands, under the leadershipof Fred the Zeeland High school beginning dramatic afternoon with much ado Schuitema, R. F. D. No. 3, Zeeland,
RECENT HOLLAND BIRTHS
between the full-grown product of 161 West Tenth street.
Fisheries Division,Department of Rabbai and Ralph Muller, reapec- at 7:45 p. m.
Conservation. Due to the intensive tively, will provide a balanced orThe first few lessons will be de- the summer pasture and the ownMr. and Mrs. Henry J. Kuipers,
clamming operations of the past ganization of about 60 pieces and voted to getting an understanding ers. Everything was proceeding INVESTIGATEROBBERY
AT SOUTH BLENDON 375 West Fifteenth street, a boy;
five yean, the mussel supply in the are promising programs of interest of the principleswhereby plants as planned until a mean look and
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Bennett,
producing streams has been almost to people of Zeeland. The High use the food materials in the soil a growl from the summer pasture
Investigation was made Satur- 68 West Fifteenth street, a girl;
depleted. Grand River has always school’s share of the proceeds v
and air, converting them into our told the hunters to beware. "Ah
been a good clam river. Occasion- be used in the purchase of new farm crops. This will create an ha!” said Charley and “yea verily" day of an alleged robbery of a Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kraai, 21 East
ally a pearl is found but the shells band uniforms.
understandingof how crops use quoth "Cap" and they held further store at South Blendon owned by Eighteenth street, girl; Mr. and
are used mostly for button making,
fertilizer. Pupils will he given an conference. As they were deciding J. Passkey, by Sheriff Ben Rosema, Mrs. Tim Smith. 186 East Tenth
When the clams go “hubby" we'll GRAND HAVEN SEEKS
opportunity to test their soils and just what procedure was proper a and Deputy William Boeve. The street, a girl; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
TWO NEW CITY WELLS make early plans for their farming low-brow member of the party up owner declared some shoes had Wierenga, 47 West Eighteenth
not have to button "mamma" up
and soaked the bull right on the been taken but as there was no street, a girl.
the back— "zippers."
next year.
inventory to check from, the loss
The water committee of the
All farm boys in the community horn with an axe and before the
o ..... .
Members of the Holland High Grand Haven city council has been are urged to attend. No enrollment hull could rise and fight liis throat is not known. Daughters of the RECENT BUILDING PERMITS
owner were in the rear of the store
school football team today attend- authorized by the councilto enter is necessary. Just be on hand at was cut and it was all over; and
that’s the end of the story of two about midnight on Friday. They
ed the Michigan - Northwesterninto a contract with the Layne 7 :45 on December 3.
Mrs. R. Stroeve, 245 West Sevstated to the officersthat they
tootersand a bull calf.
Northern Co. for the installation
game at Ann Arbor.
enteenth street,$3,000, home; A.
heard
a
car
drive
up.
One
of
the
of two new city wells near the
o
FENNVILLE ANGLERS
front windows was crashed. They Streur, 17 East Twenty-first
FIVE COTTAGES ENTERED
Mrs. James Annis, 338 Washing- power plant where the city already
TAKE
RECORD CATCH
stated they saw a car, believedto street, $25, remodel; Joe Czerkies,
AT
HIGHLAND
PARK
has
two
Kelly
wells.
The
new
wells
ton boulevard, was hostess at a
be a 1933 Chevrolet, drive in the 72 West Seventh street, $50, roof;
will
add
1,000,000
gallons
of
.water
party given Friday in honor of
A record catch for fall fishing in City police are investigatingthe direction of Grand Rapids. No Bos Tobacco & Candy Co., 203
her daughter, Evelyn, who cele- to the city supply and will furnish this section was set this month by
breaking and entering of five cot- other clews were given to the of- East Eighth street, $300, remodel;
sufficient water to provide for the
brated her fourteenthbirthday.An
Ward Post, Fennville Consumers tages in Highland Park in the ficers.
J. H. Van Blois, 228 Washington,
normal
growth
of
the
city
in
the
entertainingprogram of games was
$1,500, remodel; Dutch Novelty
next
five years. The cost will be Power Co. employe, and Ernie Monroe addition,near Grand Hacarried out. Guests present were
Crane, city clerk, when they landed ven. reported yesterday.Three gas ZEELAND C. E. UNIT
Shop, 139-41 River avenue, $80,
Verna De Vries, Ruth Borr, Edna $8,600.
WILL SPONSOR PLAY dust bin; Gertie Tanis, 367 CenThe purpose of the committeeis five bass and four pike with a total meters were destroyed and whatHamelink, Myrtle Smith, Ila Boyce,
tral avenue, $100, remodel; Mrs.
to proauce a sufficient supply to weight of 39 'A pounds from the ever money was in them was taken.
Dona Mae Eby, Marion EssebagThe Christian Endeavor society Minnie Borgman, 12 West ThirEntrancewas made through winattract factory owners and celery waters of Hutchins lake.
ger, Selma Chervan, Edna Zone,
of
First
Reformed
church.
ZeeThe largest bass weighed 4 lows and glass doors but nothing
teenth street,$60, remodel;Gergrowers and increasethe consumpMary Jane Raffenaud, Grace Han- tion so that water rates in general pounds, 12 ounces; the largest pike in the cottages was disturbed,the land, will present a missionary rit Elenbaas, 200 West Fourteenth
chett, Jeanne Price, Charlotte Ba- will be reduced from 25 cents per 7 pounds, 4 ounces.
bandits evidentlyonly after money. play, "The Sacrifice," Nov. 29 and street, $2,250, remodel; Andrew
Local anglers credit it with beron and Vivian Edding.
Attemptsto enter were made on 30 in the church auditorium.Char- Jalving, 233 East Eleventh street,
1,000 gallons to 16.
ing the best November catch ever two other cottages but evidently acter parts will be played by Cath$150, roof.
Miss Tena Vander Wal was guest
they were too securely locked up. erine Staal, Beatrice Borr, Helen
Virginia Park is to have more made in this locality.
o
of honor at a shower given Thurs- adequate fire protectionin the fuNo clues were found by the offi- Meeuwsen. Mildred Shoemaker,
DEER
HUNTING
SEASON
day afternoon by the Misses Mary ture, since 3,000 additionalfeet of AUDIT PRAISES RELIEF BOOKS cers to identifythe robbers. This Marvin Shoemaker, Fred Hieftje,
CLOSED
Elmer
Poer,
Arnold
Bos,
Peston
is
one
of
many
robberies
of
the
and Reka Vander Wal. Prizes in water mains are being laid as an
(Grand Haven Tribune)
kind, the gas meters in 4he resort Borr and Charles Waldo.
the gfmes player were awarded to FERA project Water wells on the
The deer hunting season is nearThe play is under directionof ly closed with 80 men and one
Mrs. William Veerink and the Lake Michigan shore at Grand State auditorsof the countv wel- areas evidentlybeing a great Mrs.
William
Hieftje.
woman from Grand Haven, Spring
Misses Reka Vander Wall and Wil- Haven and landscapingat the fare accounts made bv T. V. Lyons temptation to robbers.
Lake and Ferrysburghaving rema Vos. Dainty refreshments were Blendon towrtship cemetery have and William C. Austin, have filed
their reports showing the office at
Mrs. Abe Koeman was hostess turned or are returning from the
OLD-TIME DRIVER QUITS
served. Guests present were Mes- also been approved as FERA
Holland
to
be
in
excellent
condiat a shower Thursday evening northland where it is estimated
dames Bert Nienhuis, Hennan projects.
tion.
Allegan Gazette— -"When Dobbin complimentingMrs. Marvin Klin- 50,000 deer hunters have pitched
Brummel, Henry Nyhof, John
The third division of the Ladies’ The records in the office are ex- quits I guit," said Frank Schermer- genberg, a recent bride. Approxi- tents, cleaning out hunting cabins,
Bronkhorat,Fred Lampen, John
cellentand are adequate for the hom after twenty-one years of mately 30 guests were present.
oiling rifles and then went out and
Stoit, Louis Jansen, John Acteres. Aid society of First Reformed
preparation of the necessary re- driving for local liveries beginning
got their deer— maybe.
church
sponsored
a
Thanksgiving
John Brinkman,Gerrit Nyhof. Ed
ports, the auditors state. The audi- in 1890. There are many citizens
Coach "Bud" Hinga was the
We notice in the long list Carl
Lubbers, Ralph Vos. William Veu- tea at the church parlors on Thurs- tor in charge is very competent now who do not remember when
speaker at a football banquet at Bowen, former Holland City engirink. Martin Boers, Ben Rooks, Ger- day afternoon at which Mrs. C. and has a thorough understanding the present Mosier
Johnson Kalamazoo collegeFriday evening. neer, and C. P. Milham, former
rit Boers, Henry Wolters. Marinos Hoeland, chairman, presided. Fol- of the necessaryprocedure, the garage held thirty-eight livery,
Mra. Hinga accompanied him to Ottawa farm agent; Marvin Den
lowing
devotions
in
which
Mrs.
A.
Mulder, Joe Nyhof, Joe Boers, the
statement comments.
work and bus horses and when the Kalamazoo and spent the even!
Herder, once deputy sheriff and
Misses Wilma Vos, Angelinc Lam- Nienhuis led, the following proThe net surplus for the period is automobilewas unknown. Scher- with her parents,Rev.
bv. and Mrs.
often candidate for sheriff; Covert
pen, Marie Nienhuis, Anna Van gram, with "Thankfulness” as the $11,974.31.In addition to this $1,- merhorn began driving for Samuel H. Kendrick.
Van Zantwich, defeated coroner at
Der Wal, ShirleyLubbers and Mil- theme, was rendered:"Thanks- 000 in local funds and $2,000 in Guyott and continued for the sucGrand Haven and his wife, the
giving Story" by Mrs. James Way- federal funds were received in No- cessive firms that conductedthe
dred Rooks.
Mrs. C. Van Duren, Mrs. W. only woman to take out a license.
er; a talk on her trip to Kentucky, vember which will mske the final business'until he was asked to
o- --------Vander Schel, Mrs. Frank Dyk and
---- — —
—
Miss Ola Charter was the guest by Mrs. Edith Walvoord; a talk net surplus $14,974.31. All out- change from driver to chauffeur. Mrs. Margaret Markham attended
Holland merchants will no longer
standing
commitments
for
the
The picturesque days of the bus the meeting of the Zeeland W. C. disnlay their merchandise on the
of honor at a “pot-luck” given on concerning her mission work in
Friday* evening at the home of China by Miss Jean Walvoord; se- months of April, May, June and and the hack are almost forgotten T. U. Friday afternoon at the home walks in front of their stores. The
and the keen delight of cutter rid- of Mrs. 8. Baron on Lawrence city ordinance forbidding
Mrs. Fred Schurman, 9 East Twen- lections by Mrs. J. Van Dyke, Mrs. July have been cancelled.
o
ing in the frosty air are a legend. street Mrs. Van Duren, Mra. Van- plays is to be enforced i
ty-first street, Mrs. Schurman and R. Schaddelee and Mrs. G. Nonhof;
The city harbor board at their Dobbin has gone indeed.
der Schel and Mra. Dyke gave re- future, local police state, and m
Mrs. Henry Van Dyke being host- reading by Mrs. J. Grevengoed;
o- ......
ports on the recent state conven- chants saythey^lcooperate.
esses. Miss Charter will become vocal solos, by Mrs. Elizabeth Den last meeting discussed the matter
of
additional
gas
buoys
in
the
inAttv. Vernon D. Ten Cate and tion held at Battle Creek and Mrs.
a bride in the near future and was Herder with Mrs. J. Knoll accomner harbor for Holland and ap- Miss Myra Ten Cate attended the
presented with many beautifuland panying at the piano. Tha recepMn. John Emn
pointed Austin Harrington to con- Michigan- Northwestern football
. and Mrs.
useful gifts. Those present at the tion committeeconsisted of Mrs.
fer with federal harbor officials in (pune in Ann Arbor Saturda
irday,
staysons Roger
supper were the Misses Jeanette H. Zwemer and Mrs. A. Kleis, Mrs. Milwaukee. The board also apRapids *
De Graaf, Angelina Vanden Brink, G. Ver Hoef and Mrs. A. Gebben proved the action of the common mg over with friends in Detroit 15 in Cleveland, Ohio.
for the week-end.
Albertha Geers, Jennie Noor. Ma- as ushers. They were gowned in council as this relates the request
o
of Miss Anne A.
rian Van Dam. Cornelia Bolte, Ha- Puritan costumes. After the meet- that dredging mud be dumped outI Russell Vander Poel visitedhis
ing
refreshments
were
served
with
zel Westrate, Jennie Mulder, Kathside the harbor. Those present at brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Henrv
D. Vereeke in general charge, the meeting were Mayor NicoLester Vander Poel of "
B. GebBosch, Wm. M. Connelly,
Lester Va
an
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DRSTRUCnON OF GBASSHOP- LAUGHS AT BULL PEN BUT
^

PER EGOS THIS FALL WILL
HELP CONTROL PEST

DEATH LAUGHS LAST

In

Walter W. Wyckoff, Ohio county
agriculturalagent, saw M. E. Ross,
owmer of a nice herd of cattle,
leadingthe herd sire on a chain and
the agent remonstrated with Mr.
Ross for taking chances on being
seriously injured by the animal
when he could be absolutelysafe
by building a safety bull pen. After the agent had l^ft, Mr. Ross
laughed and said to his son Randall, “Walter gets scared easily."

Th«

state department of agriculture calls attention to the fact that
it is poaaible to do considerablein

TAe-WEEK’S
ACCUSCD-Twostates

Mice

Kill

-

Tree—

will

York ehargoo him with axtorw

murder charge will root with
New Jersey.

tlon, while trial on tho

NEW NRA HEAD—

Donald
Rlchberg,appointed by Prea>|
(dent Roosevelt to head tha
new NRA Board known at!
tha Industrial Emergency
Committee. Is seen outlining
future Blue Eagle pollclesJ

|

o

NEWS

try Bruno Richard Hauptmann aa the areh-crimlnalof
tho Lindbergh case. Now

the way of controllingthe grasshopper pest by destroying the eggs
depositedthis season.
The egg beds may be locatedby
digging around in sunny places in
ftnn soil at the bases of stones,
around the bottoms of old stacks,
along roads and fences, and in uncultivated or waste lands. The eggs
will be discovered in soil-colored, The followingFriday, the bull
cylindrical pods, varying from one- hooked Mr. Ross and tossed him 50
half inch to one inch in length, and feet away. The dairyman died on
from one-cighthto three-sixteenthsTuesday. The bull was tied to a
of an inch in diameter, each pod tree after the accident,left there
containing from fifteen to twenty- till Sunday, and was then sole) to
flve eggs, with an average of about the butcher.
The animal was a valuable sire
twenty-five. Each female grasshopper deposits as many as twenty for which an offer of $800 had been
«gf P«i8» the laying of the eggs refused. The offer was withdrawn
being continued until late in the after the bull became a killer. A
fall. Having discovered where the safety bull pen can l»e built with
eggs are present in the greatest materials availableon most farms
numbers, after the first heavy and the only actual money needed
frosts hsve killed most of the grass- is to pav for spikes and a couple
hoppers, disc and harrow the in- sets of hinges. In this pen, the
fested areas. This brings the eggs animal can be kept during the ento the surface where they are dried tire time he is on the farm without
by the sun and wind or destroyed the owner having to lx* in the inby birds, mice, etc. All of the eggs closurewith him at any time.
All bulls are potential killers.
are depositedwithin two inches of
the surface,so it is not necessary The most docile animal is the most
to disturb the soil to a greater dangerous because the owner takes
depth. The disking should be done the most chances with him. The
in different directions, so as to ex- sudden rage and the attack of the
pose as many as possible. Repeat animal are unexpected and the
at intervalsof ten days, until the chances for defense are very small.
ground freezes. When the weather
is dry and hot the egg embryos are
Squirrels Stage Peanutkilled within forty-eighthours.

-

‘

|

come to him in regard to
’ board in the sum of $174.97;
oral Meade doing dredging in
MacaUwa bay, agpeciallyat this
Alderman Drinkwater reported time of the yeaf. It Was his conhaving received a request from a tention that the way this dredg- were ordered certified to the counresident in the Second ward' fot ing is done, viz, by taking the dirt cil for payment. (Said claims on
permission to use dynamite in from one place and dumping it file in the clerk's office for public
breaking up stumps that have been into another place in the lake, is inspection.)
dumped into the swamp near the not the proper way to handle 1L
Allowed.
foot of College avenue. The genThe clerk was instructed to
The board of public works retleman is making this request in write a letter to the proper auorder to be able to break up the thoritiesexplaining the situation ported the collection of $28,007.19;
wood into pieces so as to get a and see if they would object to cky treasurer,$2,381.66.
Accepted.
considerable amount of wood out having the dredge dump the dirt
of the stumps. Mr. Drinkwater out into Lake Michiganinstead of
The clerk presented communicastated that since this -is contrary dumping it back into Macatawa tion from the board of police and
fare unit
Granted unanimously;

-

to ordinance, he did not feel that bay.
fire commissioners requesting conit should be oermitted since the Alderman De Cook on behalf of firmation by the council of the apcity would be liable in case some- the public buildingscommittee re- pointmentof Mr. Frank Van Ry
one were injured.
ported having received tentative as chief of police.
Denied.
plans for a vestibuleon the River
The action of police board was
Reports of Standing Committees. avenue entrance of the city hall. confirmed.
Claims snd accounts committee He reported that a permanent vesThe mayor stated that the comreported having examined claims tibule to conform with the balance
munication should have been wordin sum of $4,847.78.
of the woodwork in the city hall, ed somewhat differentlyand men*
together with the necessary plate tioned the fact that this appointAlderman Drinkwater, chairman glass, would coat approximately ment had been requested by the
of public buildings committee, $500.
council at their last meeting. He
called upon Alderman Huyser for
In discussingthe matter Mayor further stated that he was wholea report in regard to additional Bosch stated that no appropriation heartedly for Mr. Van Ry as chief
wiring and base sockets in the had been made for such an ex- of police and had suggested to
city assessor’soffice. Alderman penditure.The council members
CommissionerDonnelly previous to
Huyser, in making his report, stat- took the same positionand, therehis selectionthat he would make
ed that since this office had been fore, no action was taken and the a very good man for this position.
ivmodelledit was necessary to matter dropped.
have additional plugs put in, in Communicationsfrom Boards and
Adjourned.
order to operate the machines in
City Officers.
OSCAR PETERSON,
the different rooms. He further The claims approved by the liCity Clerk.
reported having received 3 proposals for doing this work, and
the one from White Bros. Electric
shop was the lowest, their bid being $21. Alderman Van Zoeren
suggested that in awarding the bid
for this little job, it might be well
to check up and find out if any
of the electricians in the city who
are owing personal taxes might be
agreeftbleto doing this work and
applying the entire amount against

Allowed.

STARTS PLANT-Henrlde

Kuypar, Jr, of

famous Dutch family of

gin and cordial

tho

makara, as Ho arrived In Now York from
Holland. He will supervisetho initial manufactureof his products hero In tho plant of
John do Kuyper A Sons, owned Jointly by
tho Dutch company and NationalDistillers
_______ ProductoCorporation. --

Cooking for

jJKV

Carrying Contest

Kill

toward support of the county wel

Mice

a

Crowd

In this day of mud-turtle races i
the time to apply control and endurance contests between
methods and prevent winter injury spiders and snakes, people everyby mice in orchards. A bait such where are on the lookout for somesuch taxes.
as steam crushed oats, rolled oats, thing new in the way of animal
On motion of Alderman Huysen
competitions.
Out
in Mount Ranier
wheat, cracked corn, or sliced sweet
seconded by Drinkwater,
National
Park
rangers
and
visitors
potatoes, properly treated with
The committee was authorized
strychnine poison is taken readily have been amusing themselves of
to go ahead and have this work
by mice. One application of bait late with conducting peanut carryDEFENDS ADMINISTRATION done, bearing in mind the suggesin an orchard now and another ing contests among the ground
tion made by Alderman Van Zoesquirrels.
The
objective
is
to
see
treatment within three or four
—SecretaryWallace has writren in regard to who is to do the
weeks will greatly reduce the in- which of these small animals can
pram
ten a book called “New Fronwork.
festation of these pests. In dis- carry the greatest number of peatiers."The volume la regarded
Adopted.
tributingthe bait, place teaspoon- nuts in its cheeks.
by those close to the Secretary
The average capacity of an ordiThe sidewalk committeereportful quantitiesin holes and along
as the future hand-book of the
ed for information of the council
mouse runways that are found un- nary ground squirrel weighing half
New Deal. Outstandingsection!
that the sidewalk repair project
der matted grass. The small home a pound is about 32 half nuts or
has now been brought to a close
of it are scheduledto appear In
orchard frequently suffers severe 16 whole peanuts. But the squirrels
for this year, due to the lateness
injury by mice through lack of at- that have been subjected to special
Collier’a Weekly.
By JOSEPHINE GIBSON
of the season and the uncertainty
tention at this time of the year. observation of late have entered
Director,Heniz Food Institute
into the spirit of the peanut-carry- VERY SMART— Wine
Stripping the sod for a distance
of the weather. The committee
ALL-AMERICAN FARM GIRL
and black plaid it used
of three or four feet from the base ing contestsso wholeheartedly that
— Mies Cornelia Beverelula further reported that repairs have THANKSGIVING AND CHRIST MA*S begin to crowd close on
some
have
extended
their capacity
of trees is helpful in preventing
In tho fall street dress
been completedadjacent to ap(center),17-year-old Norwalk,
limit to more than 50 half nuts. The
injury by mice, out
proximately
properties church and club calendar? now. Tis is the time, just before the onworn
by Miriam HopCalifornia,
girl,
won
the
AmeriUrge numbers of these pests pres- record holder up to the present kino, well known picthroughout the city. Repairs on
slaught of festivities,to be farsighted and plan ahead for all the
can Farm Girl Championship at
ent, strychnine treated grain bait time is declared to have stowed
all avenues, viz., north and south
ture otar. It has a top
luncheons and dinners that come in the wake of the holidays.Any
away
64
half peanuts, and close
Pomona,
California.
Churning,
appliedthroughout the orchard will
streets, are compkited, and on the
behind this score is that of another coat of matching black
day you may awake to find yourself chairman of a catering commilking, hay pitching, corn
give the best protection.
East and West streets, repairs are
ground squirrel which has proved wool and the full jabot
Husking and tractor driving
mittee, confronted with the usual task of serving a large dinner on
completed
from
the
south
limits
itself able to manage 61.
of the dreae is worrf.
were featured In the competiup to Seventeenth street. It was a small budget. Then must you add long columns of profits and
Only standard sized VirginiapeaCRIME BREEDS FAST
outsidethe top cost.
tion.
further reported that this project losses to apportion the money economically for the various dishes.
nuts were allowed in these contests;
IN LARGEST CITIES use of the small variety known as
required about 450 barrells of ceAnd once the menu has been budgeted accordingto the relative
ment and 386 cubic yards gravel.
Spanish peanuts being looked upon
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC
TAXES, TAXES, TAXES!
South
Ottawa
Real
Estate
importance
of the various courses, comes the specific selection of
It was further stated that the cosrt
The proportion of crime is more as “chiseling"and strictly forbidSAFETY STRESSES THE
recipes. Dishes prepared in large quanties usually require either
of
the
materials
plus
one
truck
marked in large cities than in den.
Transfers
NEED FOR SAFE MOTORING
(The Detroit Free Press)
small, statistics show. There are
driver and supervision has been
more or less of certain ingredients. So the prudent planner will
The number and varietyof taxes
some variationsin the figures given PHEASANT EGG
paid by the city and will be depend on standard quantity recipes that have proved their worth
already being paid by the people of
"Traffic mishaps must be cut
Holland Improvement Company
below, but these are exceptionaland
charged back against the several
REQUESTS HAD
Michigan staggers belief.
down," says Oscar G. Olander, to Anton Seif, Lot 4, Blk. H, Bosby many testings. The new quantity receipes presented below can
do not disprove the general trend.
properties affected. The balance
The
following list includes only commissioner of Michigandepart- nian’s Add. Holland.
BEST
BE
MADE
be relied upon for those importantluncheons of the holiday season.
The number of major criminal ofof
the
work
was
done
by
welfare
the principal levies made by the ment of public safety. “How is this Anton Seif to Peter Seif, Lot 29,
fenses known to the police per 100,labor
for
which
there
is
no
charge.
VegetableSoup (ready-to-serve) Salted Wafers
state governmentin Lansing:
possible? In three ways: (1) drive Slagh's Add., Holland. Also Lot 4,
If you plan to participatein the
000 population in communitiesof
Mayor Bosch commended the sideReal Property Tax.
Fresh Cucumber
Celery
carefully and courteously; (2) be Blk. H., Bosman'sAdd., Holland.
different sixes, between January propagation of pheasants this year,
Macaroni
Wilted Lettuce Salad or Cole Slaw
sure that your automotive equipEst. John Dalmeyer, deceased,to walk committee for their good
Personal Property Tax.
and June, 1984, according to the you had better not delay sending
ment is 100 per cent efficient; (3) Harry Vander Zwaag,
Sto work and stated that this project
Fruit Cobbler* or Apple Pie
School Tax.
uniform crime reports issued by in your applicationfor eggs, anknow the traffic laws of your state SE‘4, Sec. 21-6-15 W. Twp. Olive. should be continued in the spring
Coffee
the division of investigationof the other day. Already requestsfor 15,Property Tax on Public Service.
of Michigan.
Clifford A. Onthank and wife to as soon as the weather permits.
United States Departmentof Jus- 000 eggs have been received and
Corporation PrivilegeTax.
"There are wo easy ways to Hendrik J. Gerding and wife, Lot He further stated that in his opin. Chilled Tomato
Whole Wheat Wafers
with a total of 20,000 to draw from,
tiee, was:
State InheritanceTax.
“There are two easy ways of 75, Harrington's 4th Add. Maca- ion, it should be done on the same
Stuffed Manzanilla Olives
Offenses it will only be a matter of a few
General Sales Tax.
basis as this year, and in case
known the more important highway tawa Park Grove.
days before the supply is ex- Chain Store Tax.
Pork Chop and Noodle
Green Beans au Gratin
Allie Schermer to Cornelius there is no FERA labor available,
regulations,” continues Commis100,000 hausted.
Currant Jelly
Sixe of Town
Steamship Tonnage Tax.
sioner Olander. “You can write this Schermer, SW>4 SW!4, Sec. 15-5- that the common labor should be
Requests for pheasant eggs start. 797.0
Over 260,000 ___________
Coffee
Insurance Tax.
officeand secure a copy, or you can 14 W. Twp. Zeeland.
paid for at the expense of the
861.9 ed slowly this year, due no doubt
100,000 to 260,000 -----Mortgage Tax.
Alfred J. Brummeler and wife to city and not charged against the
drive into any Gulf servicestation
(*) Indicates recipes given below.
... 780.5 to the late spring weather. Indi60.000 to 100.000 ____
Bond Tax.
and secure a free copy of the new Arnold N. Lindeman and wife, S'/* property owners, in order to make
__ 670.7 vidual apnlications have ranged
26.000 to 60,000 ----Gasoline Tax.
Macaroni Surprise (serves 25)
from 30 to 40 minutes. Serve hot
road map which features the laws SW^4 NEU S4 SE frl. >4 NW frl. the entire program uniform
19.000 to 25,000 ----483.1 this year from a settingof 15 eggs
AutomobileWeight Tax.
__ 410.9 to an order of 500 with a call for
Under 10,000 ___
Privilege Tax on Automotive which you should know. By so do- V* Sec. 33-6-16 W. Twp. Port Shel- throughout the city.
Slice V4 lbs. mushrooms and saute with cream.
ing will be performing a duty don.
Average for 1307 cities _ 727.6 two to three settings.Shipments Common Carriers.
It was brought out in the report
Pork Chop and Noodle Casserole
which is the obligation of every Geert Hofmeijer and wife to Twp. of the committee that further in *4 lb. butter until
Public Utilities Tax.
of
Polkton,
Pt.
Lot
25,
Blk.
13,
Sec.
through.
Add
4
7-oz.
tins
tuna
citizen
of
Michigan—
know
your
(serves
25)— Salt 50 Small pork
Beer Tax.
progress would have been made
3, Twp. Polkton.
laws — obey them.”
Liquor Tax.
this year had it not been for the fish which have been drained of chops, flour slightly, and fry unAlfred J. Brummeler and wife to
The new Gulf road mops, reBoxing Exhibition Tax.
fact that the work was stopped excess oil, then add 2 medium tins til almost done. Remove chops
ferred to above, have just been re- Richard J. De Vries and wife, N.
Racing Meet Tax.
for about ten days when the ques- Cream of Mushroom Soup, which from pan. Brown 3 small, minced
300
ft..
S'.
4
SWU
NE*4
N.
300
ft
leased
bv
the
Gulf
Refining
comPoll Tax.
tion arose as to whether this was
have first been heated. Heat 8 onions slightly in hot pork fat.
And then comes the Government pany. 1 Tney contain many unusual SH SE frl. NW frl. '4 Sec. 33- properly a FERA project.
6-16
W.
Twp.
Port
Sheldon.
in Washington with its tariff du- and valuable features,for, in addimedium tins Cooked Macaroni- in Sprinkle cup flour over onions,
Reports
of
Special
Committees.
Daniel Ten Cate to Holland Moties and a maze of internal revenue tion to the section devoted to the
Cream
Sauce with Cheese in tins and mix well. Drain broth from
taxes among which the more lucra- most important traffic regulations tor Express, Inc., Lot 1, 2, 9, 10,
Mr. J. Weller entered a comAutomnfoile,Furniture and Other Personal
in
hot
water
and spread contents 8 medium tins Noodle Soup and
Blk.
16,
Holland.
of
Michigan
and
other
states,
feative are:
plaint with the council in regard
Douwe M. Wyngarden and wife to the condition of the several of 4 tins over bottom of large bak- add to onions, then add IVfc cups
Loans up to $300.00
tures include points of interestin
Personal Income Tax.
Michigan worth visiting, a com- to Leonard G. Stallkamp and wife. streets in the Sixth ward. Mr. ing pan, then pour in the Soup
Corporation Income Tax.
Tomato Juice and chops, and cook
Automobile
Small Payments
plete state map, a map of the Pt. Lot 8, Aling's Add. Zeeland Weller contended that some of
InheritanceTax.
mixturre.Spread over this the re- slowly
hour. Add Noodles.
Gift Tax.
United States and nationalparks. SEU SW *4 , Sec. 18-5-14 W.
these streets are impassable at all
First ChristianReformed church,
Stamp Taxes on Playing Cards,
times of the year. During the mainder of the Macaroni. Top Place in individualcasseroles, covstock and bond issues, deeds, for- IS THERE ANYTHING INSECTS Zeeland, to Leonard G. Stallkamp summer, the sand is so soft and with buttered bread crumbs and er with buttered bread crumbs, and
and wife, Pt. SE>4 SW* Sec. 18WONT DESTROY? NOW
eign insurance policies,passage
10 W. 8th St., Over Ollie’a Sport Shop, Holland, Phone 2548
loose that cars are stuck, and in bake
in a hot oven place in hot oven (450 degrees F.5-14 W. Zeeland.
ITS BEANS
tickets, capital stock transfers,
the fall and winter, during the (400 degrees F.).
until golden brown.
sales of produce on exchange.
Co?dMg«dW'Tutd2Waid
wet tenon, ^J>«ome Bo_muddy
Baldheaded beans have one trait
Distilled - Spirits and Alcoholic
Rice Flakes Custard (serves 50)
Fruit
Cobbler
(serves
50)
that they are practically
*“ impassain common with baldheaded men, 1, Garritson Subdivision,Blk. A., ‘ “
Beverages Tax.
—Beat
1 doz. eggs well, then add
ble.
Have
5
qts.
canned
cherries,
bluethe trouble cannot be cured; but Holland.
Non-Intoxicating Liquors Tax.
Mr. Weller's complaint brought berries or peaches. Drain fruit, 3 qts. Rice Flakes and 3 cups raiPercy J. Osborne to Minnie R.
entomologists at Michigan State
Tobacco Taxes.
say the beans have one advantage, Osborne, SE!4 SE'i, Sec. 34-5-16, up quite a discussion among the and combine fruit juice with
Oleomargarine Tax.
sins. Mix 8 cups sugar with 3
members of the council in regard
Narcotic Drugs Tax.
as their lack of too can be pre- Twp. Park.
qts.
milk, and’ add to the egg and
Bertha Vander Haar, et al, to to what can be done to remedy qts. water. Mix. 5 cups sugar with
ManufacturersExcise Taxes.
vented. The tops of the beans are
Rice Flakes mixture. Add 1 taH
cup
corn
starch,
add
to
liquid,
Harvey
J.
Barkel
and
wife,
NE*4
this
condition.
It
was
shown
durTelegraph, Telephone, Radio and killed by a tiny maggot, which is
Cable Facilities Tax.
the larvae of a small, two-winged SW>4, Sec. 27-5-15 W. Twp. Hol- ing the discussion that the city and heat, stirring constantly. When blespoon vanilla, Itt teaspoons
engineer’sdepartmentis very thickened add to fruit, then add salt, and a few grains nutmeg, if
Oil Pipe Line Transportation Tax. fly often seen in the spring near land.
much handicapped 'on account of
Check Tax.
places where there i? decaying or\k cup lemon juice. Pour into large desired. Pour into greased bakAmusement Admission Tax.
the lack of trucks, and also the
ganic matter in the soil. Fields
pans,
cover with biscuit dough, ap- ing pans, place pans over hot waClub Dues and Initiations Tax.
fact that the city has not sufficient
where barnyard manure or green
After all those have been paid manure has been plowed down atfunds with which to gravel these proximately ^4 inch thick, (2V4 lbs. ter, and bake in a moderateoven
the taxpayer has still to settle with tract the flies, which deposit eggs M<<W4<<<<<444<<M<<<<<W<<4<<444
streets, and as a result the street biscuit dough will be needed), and (325 degrees F.) until custard is
County and City for another list in the decaying material.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 21, 1934. committee had to do the best they bake in a hot oven (450 degrees F.) firm. Serve very cold.
of imposts and impositions that These eggs hatch into larvae which
could in making temporaryrepairs
The common council met in regwould take the balance of this col- will feed upon the new sprouts of
where most needed.
ular
session
and
was
called
to
order
umn simply to name.
either corn or beans, but the inThe street committee agreed
And yet it is now proposed to jury is usually most severe on by the mayor.
that they would check over the
burden Michigan with still another beans. Ground which is to be
Present, Mayor Bosch, Aldermen
onerous tax, a State income tax, planted to beans or com and upon Kleis, Prins, Drinkwater,Kalk- condition as mentioned by Mr.
which will be levied upon the al- which manure is applied should be man, Van Zoeren, DeCook, Stef- Weller and make such repairs as
they can afford with the funds
ready intolerablytaxed population plowed as early as possible to perfens, Damson, Huyser, Bultman,
available wherever conditions are
of the State if Amendment No. 6 mit the organic matter to decay
Van Lcnte, Thomson and the clerk. the worst.
to the State Constitution is not before seeding time. Fall plowing
Devotions led by Alderman Van
Alderman Thomson brought up
defeated atf the polls on Novemis best, but early spring plowing Lente.
Coal,
the matter relative to the condition
ber 6.
reduces the damage done by the
The load of taxation now being maggot. Beans planted shallowly Minutes read and approved.
of some of the places in the city
Petitionsand Accounts.
carried by the people threatens to
where beer is sold. It was his con
on a well packed seed l>ed are indry up its own sources.
The clerk presented several ap- tention that conditions should be
jured less than those planted deepThe addition of a State income
improvedin several places before
Ijr and requiringmore time to start plicationsfor building permits.
tax would hasten that process b:
the council should approve their
Granted.
I
growth.
Crops
are
injured more
further driving industry and bus
28th SL and Lincoln Av&, Holland, Mich.
The clerk presented application applications for licenses next
during wet, cool seasons than
ness out of Michigan.
when the weather is warm enough of A. I. Bickford for approval to spring.
Alderman Thomson reported
BRANCH OFFICE-SUPERIORCIGAR STOR&— PHONE
to start the seed as soon as secure license to sell beer at resFISH SCALER IS MADE
that considerablecomplaints have
planted
and
to
keep
the
plants
taurant
at
205
River
avenue,
prevOF OLD CLOCK SPRING
growing well. The well packed iously operated by William Raseed bed assists rapid growth, as it melton.
A 12-inch length of old clock helps to supply the moisture re- Approved.
spring, sharpenedidong one edge quired by the growing plant.
The clerk presented communicaand fitted to a handle makes a
flexible tool which is excellentfor
Try our
Southern Fried Chicken,
Steak
SAFE TEST FOR CANNED tion from the American Legion
scalingand cleaning fish. First anband extending invitationsto the
FOODS
Dinners.
neal the ends of the spring by
mayor and council to attend annual
heating and then drill two holes
Campers who eat canned food mooting of the band Tuesday evein each end for the rivets with give .toe
the c
cans rough treatment in ning, December 4, at 8 p. m., in
Dancing.Every Nite
which it is attached to the handle. transit, which may lead to spoil- Legion room at city hall.
To use, press against body of fish age. Here is a safe way to test the
Accepted.
and pull forward so the sharp edge
cans: Most cans have a rim at the
The clerk presented communicawill scrape off the scales. You will
top which will hold a small amount tion from John F. Donnelly sugfind that fish are quickly cleaned of \water. I’ut a few dro
a ps of water
gesting that the Fifth ward be diwith this handy little scaler.
on
on top of the can, then punch
vided into two precincts in order
tJlNOgl
__
^
____
throu
ugh the water Into the can with to avoid congestion at the polls
SOME OATS CROP
a knife or the sharp part of a can
during future elections.
opener. If there ' ii vacuum
Referredto aldermen of Fifth
Very
few
crop
reports
are
being
enough
in
the
can
to
suck
the
: .- >
For Sale at
given out here, perhaps ior the water inside the food is unspoiled. ward to investigate and report
back.
reason that we have not made par- If not, better go hungry.
YOU’LL
The clerk presented a communiticular inquiry for them. One that
. J
------ O'-'
is reported to us is that of C. De
Dr. Tugwell has reached Paris cation from Deborah H. Venekla-
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cooked
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Refinancing.
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Wat

8th Sl.

NEWS
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on

his

AS

Eun
•bout

ATMOSPHERE

ENYOI

—

Meester, who threshed 1,162 *
els of oats from a 26-acre
the Lake farm, inaide

Wm. Ferry

plowing

resolution

(greemg

to

M—l I In
Homes

Several pages

of

the

War

minimum.
There is no greater and more
absolutelywaste than that caused
Congression- by accidents. No kind of waste

in Place of

will reduce it to a

Dr. J.O. Scott

Dr. A. Leenhoute

DENTIST

Eye, Ear, Naaa and Throat

Eye— Ear— Nooe— Throat

Diekema

!2:M

Specialist
Phone
posa^see less justification-the
un- Hours: — 8:80 to
(Vander Veen Block)
1:30 to 5 p.
8-3970
avoidable accident is so rare as to
Office Honrs: 9-10 a.
2-5 p. m.
16 Monroe— Kendall Bldg.
men without a single dollar or acre be plmost nonexistent. Nearly
Eveaings—Tuesday and Saturday
of land from the millionsand mil- every accident is caused because
GRAND
RAPIDS,
MICH.
7:30 to 9:09
lions of loot divided at the treaty someone was reckless, careless, ignorant.
R-502
of Versailles.

ai Record show just what the
World War cost us in money and

m.

Judge of Probata.

In the matter of the Eatata of

Martin Bontekoe, Deceased.

Cross

m.

Accordingto the best statistics
FROGS CAN JUMP AROUND
obtainable, the World War cost 80,15125— Expires Dec. 15.
AGAIN
000,000 lives and $400,000,000,000
Expires Dec. 29.
STATE
OF MICHIGAN -The Probate
in property, With that amount we
STATE OF MICHIGAN
jtking frogs in
Court for the Count? of Ottawa.
The
season
for
taking
could have built a $2,500 house and
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
At a aoacion of said Court, held at
furnished this house with $1,000 the inland waters of the state
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA,
the
Probata
Office
in
theCfty
of
Grand
worth of furnitureand placed it on closes Wednesday,October 81, acIN CHANCERY
Haven in >aid County, on the Zlatday
Ave acres of land worth $100 an cording to the Departmentof ConWILLIAM WESTVEER, R. A.
of Nov f.D. 1984.
servation.
acre and given all this to each and
HOEK and EDWARD GAR-/
Preaenc: Hon. Cora Vaadewater
every famil;
ly in the United States,
VELINK, Trustees of the seCanada, Australia, England Wales,
TYLER VAN LAN DEGEN D
Ireland, Scotland,France, Belgium, Mill supplies,electric pumps,
Germany and Russia. After doing
f plumbing and heating; tin and
this, there would have been enough sheet metal work.
money left to give to each city of 49 W. 8th 8L, HOLLAND, MICH.
20.000 inhabitantsand over in all
Phone 3204
the countries named a $5,000 library and a $10,000,000university.
And then out of the balance we
15126— Expires Dec. 15.
could still have sufficient money to
STATE OF MICHIGAN
set aside a sum at 5 per cent inPROBATE COURT FOR
terest which would pay for all time
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
to come a $1,000 yearly salary each
for an army of 126,000 teachers, At a session of said Court, held
and in addition to this pay the at the Probate Office in the City of
same salary to each of an array of Grand Haven in said County, on
the 21st day of November, A.D.
125.000 nurses. And after having
done all this we could still have 1934.
Present, Hon. Cora Van De Walinough left out of our $400,000,ter, Judge of Probate,
000,000 to buy up all France and
Belgium and everything of value i . In the Matter of the Estate of
that France and Belgium possesses
John W. Beukema, Deceased.
—that is, every French and BelWilma Beukema, having filed in
gian farm, home, factory,church,
railroad, street car— in fact, every- said court her petition praying that
thing of value in those two coun- said court adjudicate and detertries in 1914.
mine who were at the time of his
' But what would the poor arma- death the legal heirs of said dement people do for a living!— Star ceased and entitled to inherit the
Clipper, Traer, Iowa.
real estate of which said deceased

DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
of Grant A Huixenga, Gr. Rapid*

gregated assets of the First
State Bank of Holland, a Michigan Banking Corporation,

Plaintiffs,
It appearingto the court that the
miagatm
linil
time for preaentation of claims
A. VISSCHER and
•aid estate should be limited,ana tha
K. VISSCHER, husband
a time and place be appointed to rei and wife, Defendants.
ceive,examine and adjust all claim*
In pursuance and by virtue of a
and demands againat said deceased by decree of the Circuit Court for the
and before aaid court:
County of Ottawa, in Chancery,
It U Ordered, That creditors of Mid
made and entered on the 6th day
deceased are required to present their of November, A.D. 1934, in the
claima to said court at aaM probate above entitled cause, notice is hereoffice on or before the
by given that on the 7th day of
January, A.D, 1935, at 10 o'clock
20th Day of March, A.D. 1935.
in the forenoon of that day, I, the
at tan o'clock in the forenoon, mid time
subscriber, a Circuit Court Commisand place being hereby appointed for
sioner in and for Ottawa County,
the examinationand adjuatment of all
in the State of Michigan, shall sell
claims and demands agaimt aaid daat public auctionto the highest bidce* ard.
der, at the north front door of the
It la FurtherOrdered, That public Court House in the City of Grand
nolice iheienf be given by publication Haven, in said County of Ottawa
of a enp* hereof for three aoc- and State of Michigan, that being
cea*ite weeks pr« vious to aaid day of the place of holding the circuit
hearing, in the HollandCity News, a court for said county, all those cernew«pa|>erprinted and circulated in tain pieces or parcels of land or so

Peopled State Bank Building
Holland, Michigan
Hnura—10 to
2 to 4:30
Phone: Office 3069; Residence 211

Attorneys-at-Law
over the Fim Stat

Bank
Holland Mich*

H. R.

Doesburg

Drugs, Medicines and
Toilet A rt wi**a

ARTHUR
HELENE

Expires Dec.

1

DISTRICT COURT OF THE

• •
Your family

Ten Cate

Offict —

God’s Acre

12

&

a

burial plot may bo if

may

Expires January 26.

a amall or largo cemetery. It

MORTGAGE SALE

be la a beautiful park or a naffiride
country burial ground, la oithcr
caae the grave ef the dear departed

Notice is hereby given that a
mortgage dated April 19, 1922,
given by Fred Hofing and En-

geltje Hofing, his wife, to
Geert Moeke, and recorded ip the
office of the registerof deeds for
Ottawa County, Michigan in Liber 137 of Mortgages, page 22, and

J

Rib)

should be, sooner or later, appro*
priately designated by a monument
or some other memoriaL. No doubt
we can advise you aa to the beet
thing to do. Let us show yea the
design we have and give an oetimate of tbo cost

assigned to John H. Moeke and Albert J. Moeke, which assignment
was recorded in Liber 247 of Deeds,
page 285, on June 17, 1931, and
assigned to Zeeland State Bank,
which assignment was recorded in I Block Nortk and One-Half West ef
Libor 141 of Mortgages, page 425, (8 Weet Seventh 8t.
on J6ne 17, 1931, and assigned to
Henry Baron, Corey Poe«t, and
John A. Hartgerink, Trustees fot
segregated assets of Zeeland State

Holland

Monument Works
Warm

Friead Tavern
Phone 4284

Bank, which assignment was re13049- Expirca D#€. 1
Expires December 29.
corded in Liber 105 of Mortgages
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Western District of Michigan
MORTGAGE SALK
on page 550, on October 6, 1934;
The Probate Court for the CounSouthern Division
upon which mortgage there is due
Default having been made in the
ty of Ottawa.
In the Matter of John Deters, and unpaid: princ pal $1,600.00. inconditionsof a certain mortgage
At a sessionof said Court, held
Bankrupt.
terest $480.50, making a total of dated the 14th day of October,
at the Probate Office in the City
No. 5823 in Bankruptcy.
$2,036.50, as well as unpaid taxes, 1924, excuted by John !I. Boone and
On this 14th day of November, together with statutory costs of Matilda Boone, his wife, as mort- of Grand Haven in said County,
A. 1). 1934, on reading the petition foreclosure,will be foreclosed by gagors, to Martha D. Kollcn, as on the 13lh day of November,A. D.
by suid Bankrupt for discharge, a statutory sale of the premises mortgagee, and which said mort- 1934.
Present: Hon CORA VANDE
it is
therein described,to-wit:
gage was recorded in the office of
WATER, Judge of Probate.
Ordered by the Court, That a
the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
The Northeast Quarter of
In the Matter of the Estate of
hearing be had upon the same on
County, Michigan, on the 17th day
the Southwest Quarter of SecBessie Nienhuis, Deceased.
the 14th day of December,A. D.
of
October,
1924,
in
Liber
134
of
tion Thirty-six,Township Six,
The
First State Bank having
1934, before the said Court, at
Mortgages, on Page 344; and
Range Sixteen West, excepting
in said court its final adminGrand Rapids, in said district, at
two acres in the Northeast whereby the power of sale con- filed
istrationaccount, and its petition
10 o’clock in the forenoon,and that
tained in said mortgage has becorner being twenty rods East
for the allowances thereof
notice thereof be published in the
and West and Sixteen rods come operative, and no suit or pro- praying
and for the assignmentand disiapor
Holland City News, a newspa
North and South. Township of
Vlbution of lh, re.idu. of ..id ...
aaid count?.
recover
much thereofas shall be necessary printed in said district, and that Port Sheldon, County of Ottaby said mortgage,or anv part tato.
wa, Michigan.
to pav and satisfythe amount of all known creditors and other perCORA VANHEWATKR.
It is Ordered. That the
the North front door of the thereof, and there is claimed to be 12th
Jadiv af Probata said decree, ciz.: $2,413.50, and the sons in interest may appear at the
Day of December, A.D. 1934,
died, seized.
duo
on
the
date
hereof
for
princicosts
and
expenses
of
this
sale,
tosame
time
and
place
and
showjCourt
House
in
the
City
of
Grand
A true cop?—
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
Indians Dote
Wild It is Ordered, That the
pal,
interest
and
attorney^
fees
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
Haven.
Ottawa
County,
Michigan,
gether
with
interest
thereon
from
HARRIET SWART
said probate office, be and ia herethe date of the decree at 6 per cent; prayer of said petitioner should not1 that being the place for holding providedin said mortgage, the
Register of Probate
26th Day of December, A. D. 1934,
by appointed for examining and
Fruit
Strawberry
be
(the
Circuit
Court
of
said
County,
sum
of
$2,103,315;
and if said sale is insufficient to
allowing aaid account and hearing
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is aaid petition;
pay these amounts, then to certify
And it is further ordered by the on the 28th day of January, 1935,
Sandwiches
said probate office, be and is hereby
hereby given that pursuant to the
the deficiencyto the court for a Court, That the Clerk shall send at Ten o’clock in the forenoon.
It is Further Ordered, That pubappointed for hearing said petition;
15095— Expires Dec. 8.
statute and said power of sale in
personaldecree against said de- by mail, to all known creditors, Dated: November 5, 1934.
lic notice thereof be given by pubHENRY BARON,
said mortgage contained, for the
It is Further Ordered, that pub- STATE OP MICHIGAN— The Prohete fendants. Arthur A. Visscher and copies of this order, addressed to
Strawberrysandwiches made of
lication of a copy of thia order, for
COREY POEST.
purpose of satisfyingthe sum due
Helene K. Visscher. for the pay- them at their places of residence
the wild fruit and basswood leaves licmotice thereof be given by pubCourt for the County of Ottawa
three succeaalveweeka previous to
JOHN
A.
HARTGERINK.
such
deficiency.
on
the
said
mortgage,
the
costs
and
are one of the favorite tidbits lication of a copy of this order, for
as stated.
said day of hearing,in the Holland
At a Muion oi aaid Court, held at
charges
of
said
sale,
and
anv
taxoa
Said property is described as folMichigan Indian children have been three successiveweeks previous to the Probate Office in the City ofGrend
Witness, The Honorable Fred M. Trustees of the segregated assets
City News, a newspaper printed
and insurance premiums paid by and circulated in aaid county.
eating for many generations.When said day of hearing,in the Holland Haven in laid County, on the 21st day lows:
Raymond, Judge of the said Court, of the Zeeland State Bank.
the mortgagee before the date of
“Lo*« S:xteen (161. Seventhe berriesare npe, the basswood City News, a newspaper printed of Nor., A. D. 1934.
and the seal thereof, at Grand A^sivnees of Mortgagee.
CORA VAN DE WATER,
the sale, the said mortgage will be
teen (171. Eighteen 118), Nineleaves are still young and tender and circulatedin said county.
Rapids, in said district,on the 14th MILES A SMITH,
Judge of Probate.
Attorneys
for
Assignees
v foreclosedby sale of the premises
Preaont:
Hon.
Cora
Vandewater,
teen
(19'.
Twenty
(20),
Twenenough for this purpose.
day of November,A. I). 1934.
CORA VANDEWATER,
A true copy.
to
the
highest
bidder
at
public
auctv-one
(21),
Twenty-two
(22),
Mortgagee.
Judge of Probate.
Indian children can always find
Attest: Orrie J. Sluiter, Clerk.
Judge of Probate
HARRIET SWART,
12w tion or vendue on the 4th day of
Twentv.three (23), Twentygreen tidbits out in the woods in A true copy—
By Stanley C. Borowski,
Register of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
(January, 1935, at two o’clock in
four (24), Twenty-five (25),
the springtime. They love to eat
Deputy Clerk.
HARRIET SWART,
Albert Stoel, Deceased.
the afternoon of said day at thJ
and twenty-six (26), of Inglethe tender bark from young birch
(Seal of
2w
Rogiatar of Probata
north front door of the courthouse
side Plat, according to the reExpires Dec. 1 — 15003.
shoots while it is still green and
It appearing to the court that the
Expires Dec. 22
in the City of Grand Haven, Ottacorded Plat thereof."being in
iuicy underneath.They pick the
time for preaentation of claima againai
wa
County,
Michigan,
that
be’ng
Park
Township.
Ottawa
CounMORTGAGE SALE
beech leaves before they attain full
mid estateshould be limited, and that
MORTGAGE SALE
14909— Expires Dec. 15
the place of holding the Circuit
tv. Michigan.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
growth, the rather tart taste satisa tima and placa ha appointed to reDefault having been made in a
Court for the said County of Ot- real estate mortgage dated the
Dated th's 20th day of Novemceive,examine and adjust all claima
fying their need for somethinga
Default having been made in the THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE tawa. Said premises being deand demands against said dtcraaed by ber. AD. 1934.
little different in their diet. They
20th of September, 1919, and exeSTATE OF MICHIGAN
scribedas follows:
JARRETT N. CLARK. conditions of a certain mortgage
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
and before said court:
watch for the first appearance of
cuted bv John S. Onpeneer and
The
following
described
land
Circuit
Court
Commi'isionpr
Ip
dated
the
20th
day
of
March,
1929,
It ia Ordered, That creditorsof aaid
the wild leek that grows in abunIxittic B. Oppeneer, husband and
The Probate Court lor the Counend premises, situated in the
and for Ottawa Co., Mich. executed by Sylvia Rice, as mortdeceased are required to presenttheir
dance in the hardwoodforests, eat- ty of Ottawa.
wife, of Jamestown,Ottawa counAt
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
Township
of
Holland.
County
PAUL E. CHOLETTE,
gagor. to Ottawa County Building
ty, Michigan, aa mortgagors to the
ing them as white folks do green
At a session of said Court, held claims to said court at aaid Probatr
of Ottawa, State of Michigan,
Business Address:
d Loan Association,as mortga- at the Probate OflW in the City of
onions, or gathering enough for a at the Probate Office in the City Offlca on or bafort the
Jamestown State Bank, a Michigan
Grand
Haven
in
said
(V'nty,
on
the
viz: UtH numbered One (1)
Peoples National R»nk Bldg- gee. and which said mortgage was
mess of boiled leeks. When full of Grand Haven, in said County,
Banking Corporationof Junes20th Day of March. A.D. 1935,
7th day of Nov A (\. 1934
and Sixty (60) of Oak Uwn
Grand
Rapids. Michigan.
recorded
in the office of the Reg
town, Michigan, aa mortmgee,
grown, these are similar to the on the 21st day of November,A.D. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
Park, all according to the reister of Deeds of Ottawa County, I Present: Hon Cora Vande Water.
common onion, but they are worse 1934.
which mortgso’e was recorded in
time and place being herehv appointed
corded plat thereof on record
Mirhivnn.
Michigan, on
on the
the fith
6th dav
day of
of Anril.
April, Jufae of Probate.
the office of the Register of Deeds
than garlic to live with. ,
Present. Hon. Cora Vandewater, for the examinationand adjastaient of
In
the
Matter
of
the
*,,«ta»e
»>'
in
the
office
of
the
Register
of
Expires Dec. 8.
1929, in Liber 129 of Mortgages,
for Ottawa County, Michigan, on
Weeds have always formed a sat- Judge of Probate.
all claims and demands against said
Geziena
Bohh
Johnson,
Deceased.
Deeds
for
Ottawa
County,
on Page 557; and whereby the powMORTGAGE SALE
the 26th day of September, 1919,
isfying part of the food supply of
In the Matter of the Estate of deceased.
It appearing to the curt that the
Michigan.
er of sale contained in said mortthe MichiganIndian. They supply
in Liber 112 of Mortgagee, on page
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED. Notice is hereby given that a gage has become operative, and no time for preaentation of claima Dated October 11th, 1934.
Raymond
W. TARDIKP, Deceased
285, whereby the power of sale has
that needed vitamin of which he
mortgage dated June 19, 1929, giv- suit or proceeding at law having against said eataie should be limited
MARTHA
D. KOLLKN,
It appearingto the court thal That public notice thereofbe given
'become operative said mortgagee
knows nothing except the craving
by publicationof a copy of this en by Jacob Jacobs and Nellie Ja- been instituted to recover the debt and that a time and place Ip apMortgagee,
lhaa elected and does elect to defor something green in the spring. the time for presentatiopof claim* order, for three successive weeks cobs, his wife, to Peter F. Douma
pointed
to
receive
examine
and
adsecured by said mortgage, or any
DIEKEMA, CROSS Si TEN CATE. clare the principal sum with all
against said estate should be limo
previous to said day of hearing, and recorded in the office of the part thereof,and there is claimed just all claima and demands againat
ited, and that a time and place be
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
arrearages of interest and taxes
in the Holland City News, a news- Register of Deeds for Ottawa to be due on the date hereof for aaid deceaaed by and before aaid
THE ABC OF SAFETY
appointed to receive, examine and
Business Address:
under the terms of the mortgage to
paper printed and circulated in said County, Michigan, in Liber 152 of principal,interest and attorneys’ court:
adjust all claims and demands county.
Mortgageson page 505 on the 20th
be due and payable.
Holland, Michigan.
It ia Ordered. That creditors of
fees
provided
in
said
mortgage,
the
The cause of safety has a very against said deceased by and before
day of June, 1929; upon which
That no suit or proceedings at
12w
CORA
VANDEWATER,
aid
deceaaed
are
required
to
presimple and important
The said court:
mortgage there is due and unpaid: sum of $3,865.29;
law to recover the debts secured by
sent
their
claima
to
aaid
court
at
A true
Judge
of Prohat#
NOW. THEREFORE, notice is
letters mean— “Always Be Careprincipal$1,000^00, interest$68.50,
the aaid mortgage or any part
Expires December 15.
It is ordered, That creditorsof
hereby given that pursuant to the aaid Probate Office on or before the
ful.”
HARRIET
SWART.
totaling
$1,068.50,
as
well
as
unthereof has been instituted,and
said deceased are required to pre6th
Day
of
March,
A.D.
1935.
MORTGAGE
SALE
statute
and
said
power
of
sale
in
That motto should govern conRegister of Probate
paid taxes, together with statutory
that there is claimed to be due on
duct in every home, in every place sent their claims to said court at
costa of foreclosure,will be fore- baid mortgage contained, for the at ten o’clock in the forenoon, aaid
Default having been made in the said mortgage at the date of this
said
Probate
Office
on
or
before
of business— and especially in
closed by a statutory sale of the purpose of satisfyingthe sum due tin# and place being hereby appoint- conditionsof a certain mortgage, notice the sum of $4500.00 and inevery automobile.Because it is the
premises therein described,to-wit: on the said mortgage, the costs ed for the examinationand adjuatment signed and executed by Albert J. terest of $551.25 and unpaid taxes
13525 — Expires Dec. 8
and charges of said sale, and any of all claims and demanda agaimt aaid
constantly violated,thousandsof 20th Day of March, A.D. 1935,
The East forty feet of lot
Moeke and Jennie Moeke, his wife, and statutory coats of foreclosure.
taxes and insurance premiums deceaied
people die needlessly each year, at ten o’clockin the forenoon,said
number four in Block sixtySTATE
OF
MICHIGAN
to the Zeeland State Bank, a Notice is hereby riven that by
time
and
place
being
hereby
appaid
by
the
mortgagee
before
the
33,000 of them in motor accidents
three in the City of Holland.
It is Further Ordered, That pub- Michigan corporation,of Zeeland, virtue of the power of sale condate of the sale, the said mortgage lic notice thereof be given by pubalone, and property damage runs pointed for the examinationand
County of Ottawa, State of
Michigan, on September 17, A.D. tained in said mortgage and in
THE
PROBATE
COURT
FOR
THE
closed by sale of the lication of a copy of this order, for
into the billions.In no otner na- adjustmentof all claims and deMichigan, excepting two feet in
1926, ana recorded in the office of pursuanceof the statute in such
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
premises to the highest bidder,ai three successiveweeks previous to
tion do accidents take so great a mands against said deceased.
width along the East side of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa case provided, said mortgage will
It is Further Ordered, That pubpublic auction or vendue on the said day of hearing, in the Holtoll.
said forty feet, at the North
County, Michigan, in Liber 107 of be foreclosedand the mortgaged
26th day of January, 1935, at two land City News, a newspaperprintAt a session of said Court, held
There is nothing difficult about lic notice thereof be given by pubfront door of the Court House
Mortgages on page 625, on Septem- premises therein described will be
o'clock
in
the
afternoon
of
said
day
“playing safe.” The main thing to lication of a copy of this order, at the Probate Office in the City
in the City of Grand Haven.
ed and circulatedin said county.
ber 28, A.D. 1925, on which mort- sold to the highest bidder at pubonce
each
week
for
three
succesat
the
north
front
door
of
the
of Grand Haven in said County, on
remember is to never take a needOttawa County, Michigan, that
CORA VAN DE WATER. gage there is claimed to be due at lic vendue on the 22nd day of Decourthouse in the city of Grand
less chance— never do anything sive weeks previous to said day of the 15th day of November, A.D.
being the place for holding the
Judge of Probate. the time of this notice for principal cember, 1934, at Nine o’clock in the
Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, A true copy.
unnecessarily that might lead to hearing, in the Holland City News, 1934.
Circuit Court of said County,
and interest the sum of Nineteen forenoon, Eastern StandardTime,
that being the place of holding the
injury. An automobile driver, for a newspaper printed and circulatPresent, Hon. Cora Van De Waon the 8th day of December.
HARRIET SWART.
Hundred Sixty-fourand 10-100 at the North Front Door of the
Circuit
Court
for
the
said
County
example,can probably pass cars ed in said county.
ter. Judge of Probate.
1934, at Ten o’clock in the
Register of Probate.
($1,964.10) dollars and an attorney Court House, in the City of Grand
CORA VAN DE WATER,
of
Ottawa.
Said
premises
being
on curves 999 times without anyIn the Matter of the Estate of
forenoon.
fee as provided for In suid mort- Haven, Ottawa County. Michigan,
Judge
of
Probate.
described as follows:
thing happening. On the thouJohn Hoet, Deceased.
Dated: September 19. 1934.
gage.
that being the place of holding the
The followingdescribedland and
sandth'time he may kill and maim A true cony.
Minser Jongekryg, having filed in
PETER F. DOUMA.
Default also having been made Circuit Court for the County of
Expires December 15.
premisessituated in the City of
and injure. The element of risk HARRIET SWART.
said court his final administration
Mortgagee.
in the conditionsof a second mort- Ottawa. Said mortgaged premises
MORTGAGE SALE
Register of Probate.
Holland, County of Ottawa, State
is always there— a little thought
account, and his petition praying MILES & SMITH.
Default having been made in the gage, aigned and executed by Al- are describedas follows:
of
Michigan,
viz:
for the allowance thereof and for
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
conditions of a certain mortgage bert J. Moeke and Jennie Moeke,
The South East quarter (8E‘4)
All that part of the South
the assignment and distribution of
dated the 5th day of August, 1930, his wife, to the Zeeland State Bank, of the South East quarter (8EV )
Half
of
the
Northwest
Quarthe residue of said estate.
executed by Bernard R. Tibbet and a Michigan corporation, of Zeeland, and the East one-halfof the North
ter of the SouthwestQuarter
Expires Dec. 29.
It is Ordered that the
Mary E. Tibbett, hv wife, as mort- Michigan, on July 1st, 1927, and re- West quarter (EHNWU) of the
of Section32-5-15 West, bound18th Day of December,A.D. 1934.
gagors, to Raymond Brown and corded in the office of the Register South East quarter (SE%) and the
ed bv a line commencing at a
STATE OF MICHIGAN
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
Rena Brown, his wife, as mortga- of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi- North East quarter (NE14) of the
point six rods east and eight
said probate office,be and is here- THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
gees, and which said mortgage was gan, in Liber 146 of Mortgageson South East quarter (SE'4) all in
rods
south
from
where
the
by appointedfor examining and
recorded in the office of the Regis- page 78, on July 13, A.D. 1927, on section one of T5 NR 13 W, except
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
North line of the South Half
allowing said account and hearing
ter of Deeds of Ottawa County, which mortgagethere is claimed to a parcel in the South West corner
IN
CHANCERY
of the Northwest Quarter of
said petition:
Michigan, on the 7th day of Au- be due at the time of this notice for of the South East quarter (SE^4)
the SouthwestQuarter of said
It is Further Ordered, that pubgust. 1930, in Liber 161 of Mort- principaland interestthe sum of of the South East quarter (SEV •
WILLIAM WESTVEER. R. A
Section intersectsthe Center
lic notice thereof be given by pubgages, on Page 83; and the mort- Six Hundred Eighty and 60-100 Forty rods (40 rds) North and
HOEK, and EDWARD GARline of MichiganAvenue; rungagees having elected to declare ($680.60) dollars and an attorney South and Twenty rods (20 rds)
lication of a copy of this order,
ning
thence
South
four
rods;
VELINK, Trustees of the Sethe whole amount due because of fee as provided for In said mort- East and West, all being in the
for three successiveweeks previous
thence West twelve rods to the
defaultsin making payments;and gage, and no suit or proceedings at
gregated Assets of the FIRST
to said day of hearing, in the Hoi
township of Jamestown, Ottawa
center line of Michigan Avewhereby the power of sale con- law having been institutedto re- County, Michigan.
land City News, a newspaper STATE BANK OF HOLLAND,
nue; thence in a Northeasterly
cover
the
moneys
secured
by
either
a MichiganBanking Corporatained in said mortgage has beprinted and circulated in said
Dated October 5, 1934.
directionalong the center line
come operative, and no suit or pro- or both of said mortgages or any
tion, Planitiffs,
county.
HENRY WINTEJt,
of Michigan Avenue to a point
ceeding at law having been insti- part thereof,
vs.
CORA VAN DE WATER,
Receiver for the
due West from point of heginNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,
OTTO
P. KRAMER, Trustee,
tuted to recover the debt secured bv
Judge of Probate.
Jameatown State Rank,
ninlr: thence East ten rods to
said mortgage, or any part thereof, that by virtue of the power of sal*
Defendant.
a Michigan Banking
A true copy.
beginning.
Said parcel is concontained
in
said
mortgages
and
In pursuance and by virtue of a
and there is claimed to he due on
HARRIET SWART.
Coruorationveyed
subject to right of wav
the
statute
in
such
case
made
and
decree of the CircuitCourt for the
the date hereof for principal, interRegister of Probate.
on west acauired and now held
est, taxes, and attorneys'fees pro- provided,on Monday, the 24th day MILES & SMITH,
County of Ottawa, in Chancery,
bv the public for street and
made and enteredon the 5th day of
v!ded in said mortgage, the sum of of December, A.D. 1934, at two Holland, Michigan.
highwav purposes.
o’clock in the afternoon of that day, Attorneys for Mortgagee. 12w
$1,252.35;
November, A.D. 1934, in the above
Dated November 1, 1934.
Expires Dec. 8—15004
entitled cause, notice is hereby givTHEREFORE,
notice is Eastern Standard Time, the underOTTAWA COUNTY BUILDING herehv given that pursuant to the signed will at the front door of the
en that on the 7th day of January,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Expires December 15
& LOAN ASSOCIATION. statute and said power of sale in Court House in the City of Grand
A.D. 1935. at 10 o’clock in the foreMORTGAGE SALE
Mortgagee.
PROBATE COURT FOR noon of that dav, I. the subscriber,
Haven,
Michigan,
sell
at
public
aucsaid mortgage eontained, for the
Notice is hereby given that a
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA a Circuit Court Commissioner in DIEKEMA. CROSS & TEN CATE, purnose of satisfyingthe sum due tion to the highest bidder the prem- mortgage
dated March 18, 1925,
Attornevsfor Mortgagee.
At a session of said Court, held and for Ottawa County, in the State
on the said mortgage, the costs and ises described in said mortgages, , . - by Louis Uildriks and CorBusiness Address:
-at the Probate Office in the City of of Michigan, shall sell at nublic auccharges of said sale, and any taxes together with interestand all le-l*
nelia UDdriks, husband and wife,
Holland, Michigan.
and insurance premiums paid bv ga! costs. The premisesin said to the People’sState bank of HolGrand Haven in said County, on the tion to the highest bidder, at the
12w
mortgages
being
described
as
folthe mortgageesbefore the date of
17th day of November, A.D. 1934. north front door of the Court
land, Michigan, and recorded in
House, in the City of Grand Haven
the sale, the said mortgagewill be lows:
the office of the registerof deeds',
Present, Hon. Cora Vandewater,
The
South
one
hundred
one
in said County of Ottawa and Stata
foreclosedby sale of the premises
Judge of Probata.
ixpiies Dec
and sixteen one-hundredths for Ottawa County, Michigan, in
of Michigan, that being the place
to the highest bidder at nublic aucLiber 135 of Mortgages on page
(S. 101 16-100) feet in width
^MORTGAGE SALE
In the Matter of the Estate of of holding the circuit court for
tion or vendue on the 21st dav of
616, on the 20th of March, 1925, and
of
the
North
Three
hundred
I
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
a
said countv, all those certainpieces
December, 1934, at three o'clock in
Bert Vanden Brink, Deceased,
which mortgagehas been assigned
one and sixteen one-hundredths
it appearingto ths court that or parcels of land or so much mortgage dated April 23. 1926, giv- the afternoon of said dav at the
to Harold De Fouw, which assign(N.
301
16-100)
feet
in
width
en
by
Henrv
G.
De
Weerd
and
north front door of the court
the time for presentationof claims thereofas shall be necessary to pav
ment is recorded in the office of
of
the
South
seven
(S.
7)
acres
Jennie
De
Weerd,
his
wife,
to
Jen-|
house in the city of Grand Haven,
the register of deeds for Ottawa
against said estate should 1)6 lim- and satisfy the amount of said
of the Southwest fra-tional
hie Van Weelden,and recorded in Ottawa County, Michigan, that beCounty, Michigan, in Liber 141 of
ited, and that a time and place be decree, viz.: $11,925.00, and the
quarter (S.W. 1-4) of Section
the office of the Register of Deeds
Mortgageson page 570, on Februappointed to receive, examine and costs and expenses of this sale, to- for Ottawa County, Michigan, in ing the place of holding the Cirnine (9) Township five (5)
cuit Court for the said County of
other
with interest thereon from
adjust all claims and demands the date of the decree at 6 ner Liber 134 of Mortgages on page Ottawa. Said premises being de- North of Range sixteen (16) ary 1, 1933; upon which mortgage
ITS
there is due and unpaid: prindpa),
against said deceased by and before
West, excepting the East three
cent; and if said sale is insufficient 505 on the 26th of April, 1926; scribedas follows:
$854.45, interest $106.08, making a
said
court:
hundred
ninety-three
(393)
upon
which
mortgage
there
is
due
<(Oar telephone keeps us in close touch with
The following describedland
to pav these amounts, then to certotal of $960.53, as well as unpaid
feet
thereof,
situated
in
the
and premises, situated in the
taxes, togetherwith statutorycosts
It is ordered, That creditorsof tify the deficiencyto the court for and unpaid: Principal$5,500.00. infamily and friends. We shop and run errands in
Township of Park, County of
terest $673.37, totaling $6,173.37,
Townshipof Jamestown, Counof foreclosure,will be foreclosed
said deceased are required to pre- a personal decree against said deOttawa and State of Michigan.
as well as unpaid taxes, together
any weather, without leaving the house, and
ty of Ottawa. State of Michiby a statutorysale of the premises
sent their claims to said court at fendant, Otto P. Kramer. Trustee,
Dated: Thia 24th day of September,
with statutorycosts of foreclosure,
gan. viz: The South 7-20 of
therein described, to-wit:
thus save time and considerabledriving expense.
said Probate Office on or before for the payment of such deficiency.
A.
D. 1934.
will
be
foreclosed
by
a
statutory
Said property is described as
the East 4-9 of the West 9-16
Lot numbered 149 in Stethe
HENRY
i
sale of the premisestherein defollows:
of the North 1-2 of the Southketee Brothers'Addition to the
“Tom needs the telephone for business reasons.
20th Day of March, A.D. 1935.
COREY
POEST,
west quarter of Section One;
“Lot No. 9, Block thirty- scribed,to-wit:
City of Holland, according to
He frequently makes and receives important
JOHN A. HARTGERINK,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
of Lot Seven of Block Fortyseven (37) of the original Plat
also the South 3-5 of the West
the recorded map of said AdTrustees of the segregated assets
two in the City of Holland, excepttime and place being hereby apof the C\ty of Holland, accord5-8 of the Northwest quarter
dition on record in the office
calls after
«
of the Zeeland State Bank and
pointed for the examinationand
ing to the recorded Plat there- ing the East 38 feet thereof, acof the Southwest quarter of
the Regt
ZEELAND STATE BANK, of
cording to recorded plat of the
“And, to me, a telephone is worth its cost in
adjustment of all claims and deof in the Register of Deeds
Section One: also the North
Ottawa
Mortgagee.
Village
(how
City),
of
Holland,
Office in Ottawa Countv, State
1-4 of the Southwestquarter
mands against said deed
at the N
alone that it provides. For, in
LOKKER & DEN HERDER,
Ottawa County, Michigan, at the
of Michigan, bring in the c:tv
of the Southwest quarter of
Court House
It is Farther Ordered,
Attorneva
for
Mortgagee.
r fire or prowlers, the quickest
of Holland,Ottawa county, North front door of the Court
Section One; all being in TownHaven, Ottawa
He notice
Business Address:
House in the City of Grand Haven, ship number five north of
Michigan.”
being ‘
Ukphone."
7.
Holland,
— that
Range Thirteen West.
Dated this 21st day of Novem- Ottawa County. Michigan, that bethe Circuit
, '-'V<(£
ing the place for holding the Cir- Dated: September25. 1934.
on the 15th
ber, A.D. 1934.
JARRETT N. CLARK. cuit Court of said Countv. on the
RAYMOND BROWN,
at Ten
Circuit Court Commissionerin and 22nd day of December,1934, at 9
RENA BROWN.
Michigan. o’clock in the forenoon.
K. J.
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ed in Allegan last Sunday night. National Woman’s Christian Tem- Mrs. H. Kareten of North
Mrs. H. H. Boeve entertainedat
Electrical displays were frequent perance Union, which was held land, Mrs. C. Van Voorst, Mrs. 8. years, died at her home Friday
Wiersma, Mrs. J. Bouwens, Mrs. morning following an lllneaaof her home on rural route 6 Thursand Intense and the downpour of November 10-16 Inclusive.
••./.-V
''
H. Schaap, Mrs. De Boer. Mrs. J. long duration. Born in The Neth- day evening in honor of Mrs. Walrain was excearfve.It was a proThe eighth graders of Harlem Kamps and Mrs. P. Middlehoek. erlands January 12, 1867, she was lace Nice of Jenison, Michigan,
digious “racket” What ia quite aa
Mr. and Mrs. De Boer and Mrs. 67 yean of age at the time of her approximately forty guests being
unusual is that the weather did not school had a test in agriculture.
preeeot. A most enjoyable eveturn cold but remained mild some Jake Van Den Bosch and Bernard H. Derks of Zeeland motored to passing.
Mr. and Mr* J. A. V.nder Veen
William E. VanderHart and
Mrs. Hamstra was a member of ning waa spent, a program of enmoved from their beautiful cob Geerlings, veteran postmen, A chorus comDoaed of fifty mix- days with both sunshine and rain. De Vries had the highest marks. Grand Rapids last Friday and were
The fifth graders had a reading supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Zyl- the Seventh Day Adventist church. tertaining games being earrieu
on the Park road to Warm will complete 37 years of service voices of Sixth Reformed church
• • •
Funeral serviceswere held Mon- out Prises were awarded to Mrs.
Tavern for the winter.
At
a
recent meeting of the board test about Hiawatha. The begin stra.
is
preparing
a
Christmas
cantata,
as city letter carriers December
All correspondentsof The Record day afternoon at 12:46 o’clockat Henry De Witt Mrs. Russell
. first second, third and fourth
1. They were among four carriers "The Christmas King," by Fred B. of directorsof the Allegan County
'please
bear
In
mind
that
copy
must
ers are making health posters,
the home and at 1 o’clock at the Boeve, and Mr*. Henry GrotenMr. and Mrs. Douglas Shaw, res- appointed in 1897 with the estab- Holton under the direction of John Agriculturalsociety, E. W. DeLano
fifth graders have nearly com- be in the mails Monday morning Reformed church at Ottawa Sta- hois. A dainty two-course lunch«f Holland for 40 years, has lishment of free delivery service Vander Sluis, Holland'sveteran was again elected president and
>d their scrap book on Indian for next week’s issue.
tion. Elder W. L. Latham offici- eon was served. Guesta present
to Mendon, Michigan, where in Holland. The city carrier serv- chorus leader. The cantata will be secretary: T. R. Ward waa named
Miss Luella Heyboer of Zeeland
life. They also made a poster
vice
preaident,
and
Pearl
Cochran
ated. Interment took place in Ol- were Mrs. Herman Sluyter, Mrs.
presented
to
the
public
on
Wed•on ii a prominent physician. ice numbers 12 men.
is
assisting
Mrs.
Bert
Schuitema
vice president. George Horan was about Indians. The eighth gnwiers
ive Center cemetery. Surviving John Brinkhuisof Martin. Miss
neaday, Dec. 19.
ary and with her houae work.
electedtreasurer.The coming 1935 are making books in history
besides
her husband are the fol- Harriet Boeve, Miss Lucille Boeve,
Dr. H. Masselink has moved
Mrs. G. G. Groenewoud of Holwaa discussed and tentative are writing the lives of all the The family of Maatman moved lowing sons and daughters: Jacob Mrs. J. F. Schortinfhuis,Miss John
Ham route 2 to 122 East Twenty- land visited Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dr. W. J. Van Keroen presented fair
last week from Zeeland to the
presidents
of
the
United
States.
a stereopticonlectureon Japan in plana calling for repair* to the
of Fremont, Dick of Grand Rapids, E. Nabor, Mrs. C. Dykhuis, Mr*. B.
n«t street, for the winter.
TTie eighth graders tested clover place of C. Van Voorst
Jelsema at Beaverdam Thursday. Bethel Reformed * church Tuesday grandstand were taken up.
Mn. William Van Duin of George- Hill, Mrs. Nick Dykhuis, Mrs. H.
Miss
Henrietta
Masselink
of
•
•
«
seed last week. It has begun to
evening under the auspices of the
Charles Kooistra has moved —Zeeland Record.
Oakland is spending a few weeks town township; Joseph of Grand Kortering, Mr«. Henry De Witt
sprout.
At
a
meeting
of
the
state
aeroWomen’s Missionary Society of the
Rapids, Mn. Jacob Kraai of Shel- Mn. Aug. De Witt, Mn. J. C. Van
j. • • •
from VirginiaPark to 488 College
with Mrs. Martin De Jonge.
Helen Mastman of Zeeland is church. The program also Included nautical commission last week, the
The
children of the primary byvillt, Andrew of Holland, Mrs. Leeuwen, Mn. Ed Boeve, Mn. J.
•venue.
Major
George
L.
Olsen
of
Grand
employedat the home of Mr. and several other miscellaneous num- Allegan municipal airport was rec- Haven has been re-appointed Ot- room of the local school were dis- H. De Wind of Georgetown,John J. Boeve, Mn. John Boerman, Mn.
ognised as an approved field and a
missed Monday due to illness of of Grandville and Theodore,Ger- C. Van Der Brink, Mrs. Gerrit
All banks and business houses Mrs. Peters in Overisel at this bers.
license was granted it The airport tawa county chairman for the
time.
rit and Bertha at home. Thirty- Oonk, Mn. G. H. Boeve, Mn. W.
will be closed on Thanksgiving
Citizens Military Training Camps. their teacher,Miss Mary Kossen.
is
practically
completed
and
except
About
bout 7tw
700 perse
roons witnessed the
four grandohildren, three broth- J. Van Den Belt Mn. Henry GroDay* Thursday. All stores will he
This
is Mr. Olsen’s fifth consecufor
seeding,
which
will
be
done
two plays, “The "an
M in the Bowler
OLIVE CENTER
ers, John, Theodore and Frank Vil- tenhuis,Mn. Sage Van Hoven and
^open Wednesday evening before Applicationfor marriage licenses Hat, by A. A. Milne, and “Elmer,” next spring, it is ready to receive tive year in heading the county
committee designated to promote
lema of The Netherlands, also sur- son, Kenneth, and Mrs. Russel
have been made in the county by Beatrice H. McNiel, sponsored planes.
t Thanksgiving Day.
Boeve.
clerk’s office by the following: by the student council at Holland
interest in the U. S. trainingcamp
Mrs. Anne Hamstra, a resident vive.
for boys and young men. Major
£
Henry
S. Slagh, 24, Holland, and High school Friday evening.
of
HoiMrs.
Myrtle
Fynewever
The Gil-Boat Company, a new
Dorothy Evelyn Pomp, 21, Coopersind, visited Mr. and Mr
H. J. William Wilds held the job for two
concern, will begin operations in
years and previous to that Mr.
ville; Elmo Hendricks,23, Zeeland,
Kleinheksel at Fillmore.
^ one of the vacant buildingsof the
Olsen was the chairman.
and Jane Koopman, 20, Holland; ALLEGAN^OUNTY* mews
Ottawa Furniture Company next
Howard
C. Norris, 29, Selfridge
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Zoet
of
Eben•month. The company will manuField, and Anne E. O’Connor, 22,
ZEELAND
ezer, left for a hunting trip to the
>facture all-metalnonsinkable boats
Holland; Theodore Van Oosterhout,
upper peninsula. They will return
. In three sises and is planning to
Saugatuck High school basket- the latter part of the week.
28, Holland,and Lois A. Tazelaar,
Marvin Langeland has moved
f fill an order for oil tankers and
ball schedule:
• • •
22, Macatawa Park.
from the second-floorrooms in the
^ cruisers for Russia. Orders have
Dec. 7— Gobles, there.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Robbers of residenceof Chris Ten Harmsel on
been received for 3,600 boats. The
Dec. 14— Hudsonville,there.
Fillmore had their home and other East Cherry street, to Kalamazoo
The
second
of
a
series
of
lectures
daily output will be about 25 boats.
Dec. 19— Covert, here
farm buildings wired for elec- this week, and Peter Dykema will
will be given to guardians of local
; — Grand Rapids Press.
Dec. 21— St Johns, there.
tricity.
move from a residence belonging
campfire groups and others interJan. 9— St Mary, there.
to Ed Van Farowe on East Cherry
• • •
ested on Friday evening at 8 o'clock
Jan.
11—
Fennville,
there.
Aeolian choir of Holland will be
H.
J.
Kleinheksel of Ebenezer street into the rooms vacated by
in the Woman’s Literary club by
Jan. 16— Gobles, here.
; heard in a sacred concert in ColdLangeland. John Ypma has moved
was in Holland on business.
Mrs. Ruth De Windt of Grand RapJan. 18— Hudsonville,here.
> brook Christian Reformed church,
from the residence belonging to C.
ids, an executiveof the Camp Fire
Jan. 26— Wayland,here.
i Grand Rapids, ThanksgivingeveVande Velde at Park and Central
organization. The subject will be
Feb.
8—
St
Johns,
here.
ning at 8 o'clock. The affair is
streets into the residenceon Cherry
“Symbolism, the Basis of All Camp
COUNTY
Feb. 12— Covert, there.
nnder auspices of the teachers of
street vacated by Peter Dykema
Fire.” The first of this lecture Feb. 16— St. Mary, here.

LOCAL NEWS
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Curtis Snow, trumpet solos by
Evelyn Beech and music by a quartet consistingof Kathryn Flutman,
Kathleen Donahue, George Doums
and William Vanderven.

Rowan,
BeraaSt.
______

president; Mrs.
ekel, vice
vice president;
presider Mm.
William Jekel,
Josephine Bender, secretary and
treasurer.William Strong is teacher of the class. A program and
social hour followed.
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NEWS

PILGRIM BRAND

OTTAWA

Creston Christian school.

delegationof Hope college stu
dents took part in a youth fellow-

•hip rally in First Reformed
church at Kalsmaroo Friday night.
? There was an organ recital by Prof.

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY DINNER

this week.
Nelson Staal, who has been emMrs. Olla K. Marshall of Coopployed at the A. De Kruif drug
ersville, W. C. T. U. presidentand
The followingofficers were electeditor of the MichiganUnion, re- store the past several years, has
ed at the annual meeting of the
An August thunder storm in turned Saturday from Cleveland, accepteda position at the Star
Young Peoples class of Sixth Re- mid November certainlyis an un- Ohio, where she attended the 60th Drug Co. at Grand Rapids.
Martin Weersingmoved his famformwi church held Friday evening: usual event. That is what happen- 1 anniversaryconvention of the
ily and household effects from the
residenceon the corner of Pine and
Cherry streets, Zeeland, to Grand
Rapids Tuesday.
ThanksgivingDay services will
be held in the First Reformed
church Thursday morning at 9:30

series was presented Thursday evening at the local club rooms.

; A

TURKEYS

NEWS

Feb. 20— Waylano, there.
Feb. 22— Fennville, here.

ES A

STARTS

Plump, Tender Young

Bird*

— Freah

for Market and each bird is selrcted to conform
to the rigid

A&P

apecifications.Young Toms

^ .
Ducks
A A P Store* Will Be

•

^

/N

%

V

\

Geese

CLOSED
THANKSGIVING DAY

OYSTERS

St

Hot

Tomalcs

'*r

CARNE

Dressing

Mince Meet Non*
Sparkle

F^r

consistory of Third ChrisReformed church has placed in
nominationthe following persons

Braed

for church officers to be’ voted on
at the congregational meeting to
be held next month: Elders, Geo.
Kleinjans,J. Klomp, Gerrit Vande
Vusse and Andrew Lamer; deacons,
G. Altena, Wm. C. Bareman, Al.
Hofman and Charles Rozema. The
retiring elders are Gerrit Petroelje
and H. Vander Ploeg; deacons,
Corey Bosch and William P. Staal.

Hainz Soups

Freak or
Dried

Raisins
Chase

k

Sanborn

House
Coffee “n

Maiwoll

Hills Bros.

Maraschino

Thanksgiving,to order your tursuch tedious taaka as
making mlncameat and ahelllng nuia
out of the way. Be aure too. that your
laplce shelf la adequately nocked with
seasoningfor stuffings and pumpkin
iplea. A carefully planned menu ind
a market Mat will help almpllfy your

Dates

Cherries
*

“

,k“

ctrr..

X’

Peels

Brill©

.rY

Pork

Coffee

Medltun Cost Dinner

Beef
-

Carrots

Potatoei

Onions
Green Salad French Dressing
Bread and Butter
Coffee Gelatin Soft Custard
Tea or
Milk

Coffee

ThanksgivingDinner
Fruit Cup or Clear Soup
Baited
Olives

Nuts

Diced Turnlpe

•

os. jar

1

Mince Meet

Q*‘" A“"*

Crab

Meat

*

19c

“* 33c

Lobster

37e

Bulk

Walnut Meats

7 ox. pkg.

Aseortedfor
After Dinner
Welch’s

Grape Juice
19c

Grape Juice

Atl

8 o’ Clock Coffee

32c
Campbell’s Soups
19c

Tomato
2 cane
Assorted

20c

Juice 3
Sugar 4X 3 lv

Tomato
27c
17c

Figs c-J,!,
19c

Ripe
2

3c

Mild Full

*

cans

|’k,,'

Olives
Olives

25c

17c •~*9«

Olives •
iZZ

“

19c

*•

39c

*»-k**23c

Corn^J^'lSc

Green Giant Peas <u 19c
Ginger Ale0' ««,!“'• 3^,rK25c

Evarytkiag

Beer

Craa or Brick

Silverbreek Butter

Masned Potatoes!
Cabbage Cooked in Milk
Bread and Butter
•
Fruit Salad
Tea or
Milk

Crsfci<” “* I9«

Del Monte
19c

fflHH

Cheese

eonably priced foods

Pineapple

Mints

’k> 10c

Cleans

•

Law Coat Dinner

Mr

3

Silver Polish^’

fruKe are Inexpensive Cabbage end
spinachand both cookingand eating
apples alao are low In price
In place of the very special dinner
this week we are Including a Thanks
i giving menu of eeaaonable
and ret-

27c

tin

,

be preferred. A pot roaat or plain
roast of lamb, beef or pork with plain,
butteredvegetables end a simple
.fruit dessert or milk pudding la de
slrable. Root vegetables and the citrus

^

F1*“r

Marshmallows c,"pSr* 19c

Pumpkin Pie Seuce T^.T' 9c

ito

c*1*

2l;:25c

Campbell’s Soups

Assorted

I For thta week-end simple foods are

Swensdown

Lean

Pecans

lb. ma

Biker's Chocolate

Skey, to get

Celery

or

Sliced Bacon

27c

lb. tin

Crackers 2

^

14c

4 lb. pkg.

Bokar Coffee

(for

Pot Roaat of

Sc

Seedless

35c

Bakers's Ceceanut

nmjig la the week to buy the staple
A and non-pertahabl*foods needed

V

Wilson’e

2

17 os. can

17c
Dill Pickles

i

Roaat

'fc-

£, 6c

AU.n.d 2'—

Cranberry Sauce

Pickles

ANN PAGE

I

lb.

15c

Fruit Cocktail

SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS

e+o«».

ptf..

of Juicy Beef

Sic Salami a™.... su,
17c Liver Cheese

Such ,w. 15c

3

cvL*l’pu<wn,

Encore Noodles

m

For Frying,Stawa
and Dreasing

Freak Lean Cuta
of Shoulder

Pumpkin 3 ‘*- 25c
Heinz Mince Meat 19c

Mrs. Deters entertained a num-|
ber of ladies at her home last Friday afternoon. A social time was!
spent and refreshments served by
the hostess and Mrs. B. Vene-|
klasen. The others present were:)

<wiv

Fresh Dressed

Ocean Frath

Roast

vOirCC

•' «//

Fancy

Pork

Rajah Salad

tiful gifts.

Iwork.

Fowl

Eatra

Chili C0N

NEW GRONINGEN

's;

Choice Fresh Dressed
8 to 14 lbs.

Perfect for Dressing

The

V

10 7 ,b#

4

Yeung Spring Ducks
Plump, Tender

Pork Sausage Armour’s Star
Beef Roast Lean, Tender, Meaty Cute

South State street, a son.
Mrs. James Bruizema and Mrs.
Arie Diepenhorst entertainedwith
a miscellaneousshower at the home
of Mrs. Diepenhorst, at State and
Cherry streets, this city, honoring
Miss Bertha Diepenhorst of Borculo. The guests included Mrs. M.
C. Westrate, Mrs. G. Willink, Janet
and Frances Willink, Mrs. Bert
Gebben, Lydia Gebben, Mrs. A.
Gebben, Mrs. F. Diepenhorst,all of
Holland; Mrs. G. Vogel, Mrs. J.
Diepenhorst and Florence Diepenhorst of Noordeloos; Mrs. P. Vogel,
Mrs. M. Vogel, Miss Caroline
Vogel, Mrs. A. Diepenhorst, Mrs.
K. Timmerman and Misses Alice
and Jennie Timmerman, all of Zeeland; Mrs. B. Gebben, Mrs. G. Essenburg, Mary and Grace Essenburg, Grace Overweg, Mr. and Mrs.
P: Diepenhorstand Mr. Gerrit
Essenburg, all of Borculo. Games
were played and the hostesses
served a delicious lunch. The guest
of honor was presented many beau-

tian

)

CHICKENS
i%kr% Fm**

Fency Fattened Birds

November 29th
Open Until 9 P.M. Wed.

to Mr. and Mrs. Gradus
Schrotenboerat their home on

Ao

Medium Fowl

Roaiting

Bom

^

Choice Fresh Dressed

Chickens

Zeeland’sJunior High honor roll
follows. Not so large this month
but you remember the saying,
"Qualitynot quantity:”Harriet
Pyle, Cornelia Wabeke, Rose Winstrom, Milton Wyngarden, Ross
Clark. Goldie Hoeve, Gradus Shoemaker, Lois Vanden Berg, Barbara
Van Volkenburgh.

V%V>C''

*

GRAND THAN

The eighth annual Thanksgiving
day musical program will be given
by the Choral society of First
ChristianReformed church Thanksgiving evening. The chorus is
under direction of Rev. William
Kok, assisted by Miss Catherin
Baker. Special numbers will be
organ solos by John Sharp and
readings by James Wildschut.

IT

and

Hens, firm of breast and thigh.

o’clock.

rOi,

Dressed.

Theae Turkey* are grown and fattened especially

n,&2g?‘ ““

$1.79

Plus Settle and Caoo

Dates

Marvin

2

Charge

pki.

93c

Cranberries

2 lbs.

Grapes Fancy Tokays

3 lbs. 25c

Grape Fruit

5 lbs. 19c

Yams
Florida Orani

4

lbs.

29c

19c

